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MIRIAM LASKIN
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to issue 16 of ¡Escriba!/Write!, Hostos Library’s annual student literary and art journal. We always start with this reminder to ALL Hostos CC students: you can submit your work and
showcase your creativity in writing, photography and any other kind of art. (Writing can include
essays you’ve done for a class assignment and the same goes for your art work.) We publish this
journal in print and online at our Escriba website: http://commons.hostos.cuny.edu/escriba/ . Fifteen
years ago our conception was to include work in English and in Spanish but as the years went by we
realized that we are a multilingual, not a bilingual community and we welcome work in any language.
For several years now, we’ve been able to offer monetary awards and recognition at the
annual Honors Convocation to four Escriba contributors – two writers and two artists. This issue
includes the award-winning writing of Madelin Perez (“Señor America”) and Brittany Green (A Dark
Cloud) and the award-winning art of Elizabet Plumaj (“Are Friends Electric?”) and Henzel Cole (“Meditation in the Jaws of Hell”).
In addition, we also publish the winners of the annual Women’s History Month essay contest. Congratulations to Helen Mantuano, Mohamed Seyni, Christiana Burton, Fredy Valladares and
Melissa Chee. For the third year in a row we also have the honor of publishing the creative work of
inmates at Otisville Correctional facility who took a course given by Professor Vasquez-Iscan. These
students are a part of the Prison-to-College program founded by Professor Baz Dreisinger of John
Jay College, CUNY, and we thank her and the Prison-to-College Coordinator, Professor Katie Schaffer
for their support.
If there are themes that reveal themselves in the writing and art included in this year’s
Escriba!, they may be explorations of personal identity, stories of immigration and cultural expression, and the experience of living in New York City. They are all revelatory and beautifully expressed.
Poetry is often a vehicle for expressing our feelings about our loved ones (including those who don’t
reciprocate) and our reflections on life as we live it. The poetry in this issue invites you to share these
emotions and you’ll be all the richer for them. Not only do we have poems (some of them bilingual),
essays and personal narratives but we are also lucky to have a drama (Anyely Garcia), music (Christopher Goh) and stories (Guillermo De Olmo, Christian Aravena and Taijha-Gae Thompson). Our plate
– and yours, dear Reader, are full! Enjoy!
We’d like to thank the following faculty and staff for helping us reach out to our students and
encourage them to submit their work to ¡Escriba!/Write! : Professors Jason Buchanon, William Casari,
Michelle Cheikin, Andrea Fabrizio, Jerilyn Fisher, Christine Hutchins, Laura Kleeman, Jason Libfeld,
Diana Macri, Alexandria Milsom, Ian Scott, Elisabeth Tappeiner, Elys Vasquez-Iscan and Natasha Yannacañedo.
Finally, great thanks to Mr. Wilfredo Rodriguez, Coordinator of Educational Technology for his
crucial and generous help in working with our design interns who lay out the manuscript for the
printers. This year we offer our heartfelt thanks to Jeffrey Pena, design intern. As soon as you start to
go through the pages of Escriba you’ll notice what a beautiful job they do.
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MADELIN PEREZ
SEÑOR AMERICA
It’s a “Who are they? vs. who we are” situation
But hey! hey! it doesn’t matter right? it’s just laws on immigration...
They say:
Spanish? “Speak English! this is America!”
And just like that, taking away once more our pride and joy.
But Mr. America, let me ask you a question:
Does my language really bother you so much? Does it offend you?
Or in reality does it intimidate you?
You can’t answer that publicly, right?
Of course not!
Because then it will show the world who you really are.
Enough about you - hear more about us.
We don’t come to take your jobs
So why treat us like we’re bad dogs?
Even when we have our papers
We work hard in your fields to provide your food,
So why push us to the side like we’re no good?
My language and my culture don’t take away from yours, Señor America.
It just adds on to your diversity and vice versa.
We carry a label on our faces and our accents
Making it hard for others to see we should stay.
We are not defined by who you say we are
We are defined by who we say we are.
We take pride when we work toward our citizenship
Trusting that for once we will be equal
But even then, you still think we are unequal.
Some of us take time
In learning your language and going to school
But that still doesn’t matter to you
Because in your eyes we still look like fools.
You don’t want us in your land unless we’re slaves
But you still take credit for our jobs
December 2018
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To remind us how we are a part of America the Beautiful.
We are not defined by who you say we are
We are defined by who we say we are.
We are not a fan of injustice
Of any kind!
And clearly things don’t look like red, white and for us
Stop being so blind.
We carry your labels of “rapist” and “intruders” as if that’s okay
But it is not, if you’ll allow us to say!
We won’t disrespect you
Like you have disrespected us.
We will exercise our right to let our voices speak out.
We will no longer stand for discrimination of any kind.
Instead, just like many have done
We will intelligently fight for what is right.
We too have a dream that America be equal for all
Where there is no discrimination, racism, just a wakeup call
Where there is unity regardless of being rich or poor.
We are not defined by who you say we are
We are defined by who we say we are.
You can secretly or openly dislike us
But is that the best idea of making America great again?
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BRITTANY GREEN
A DARK CLOUD
Many people are mentally ill and they either don’t know or they don’t want to admit
it. I’ve battled depression and Anxiety for years now, but most recently discovered I was
also suffering with something called Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD). This is not to be
confused with Bipolar Disorder (Mood disorder), as the two are similar in symptoms such as
mood swings, depression and suicidal thoughts. With Borderline Personality Disorder, we
have mood swings that fluctuate frequently throughout the day. We have emotions that we
feel intensely, meaning that when we are happy, we feel excited. When we are sad, we feel
depressed. When we are upset, we feel rage. These emotions are usually very extreme. We
have no in between and carry an all or nothing attitude, which is called splitting; it can also
be considered black and white thinking. We have extreme fear of abandonment and we really don’t know who we are. Other symptoms of BPD include the following:
1.
Efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment, such as cutting off communication or
purposely destroying relationships with others.
2.
A pattern of unstable relationships with others (often swinging from extreme closeness and love to extreme dislike or anger.
3.
Unstable or distorted self-image.
4.
Often dangerous behaviors along with impulsivity such as spending sprees, unsafe
sex, and substance abuse, reckless driving, binge eating, etc.
5.
Self-harming behavior such as cutting, recurring thoughts of suicidal behaviors or
threats.
6.
Chronic feelings of emptiness.
7.
Inappropriate or intense anger and/or problems controlling anger
8.
Difficulty trusting, which is sometimes accompanied by irrational fear of other people’s
intentions.
9.
Feelings of dissociation, such as feeling cut off from oneself, seeing oneself from outside one’s body, or feelings of unreality.
10. Unprovoked irritability.
I know, it’s a lot to take in at one time. Having this disorder is hard on the people around me,
but even harder on myself. It took me years of not being able to explain what was going on
with me and why I was having such a hard time at life. How does this even happen to someone? According to my research, BPD could be caused by stressful or traumatic life events
such as the type of environment one grew up in. Examples would include;
1.
Often feeling afraid, upset, unsupported or invalidated.
2.
Family difficulties or instability such as living with a parent who has an addiction.
3.
Sexual, physical or emotional abuse or neglect.
4.
Losing a parent.
December 2018
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If you had difficult childhood experiences like these, they may have caused you to
develop particular coping strategies, or beliefs about yourself and other people, which might
become less helpful as time moves forward and cause you distress. You may also be struggling with feelings of anger, fear or sadness. You might also experience BPD without having
any history of traumatic or stressful life events or you might have had other types of difficult
experiences. BPD could also be a genetic disorder, although it is very difficult to determine
being that BPD is somewhat difficult to diagnose someone with to begin with. As a child,
there was some neglect on my parents’ part when it came to me. Sure, I had a roof over my
head, food to eat, and clothes on my back. I was never abused but I also felt neglected. There
wasn’t much attention or affection being given to me. I grew up in a very negative household and being that my sister was older than me, she always put me down. I was never given
any positive feedback about myself from either my parents or my siblings. I remember always
feeling very lonely and would start seeking love and attention from friends. At this time I was
in the 5th grade in elementary school. At a young age, I already felt like there was something
wrong with me. “Why do other people get attention and not me?” I started to dislike myself and wanting to be someone else. It’s even more frustrating and painful that my mother
would never admit this was going on in my childhood. It’s bad enough my sister would never
admit that she was also the cause of my low self-esteem as a child.
My father ended up abandoning me as time went on. I eventually started seeing less
of him until he left completely. Our relationship had never been close to begin with, being
that he was barely around in my life. Although I lived with him, he was always out and about.
To make up for his absence, he would give me money or buy me things. As a child, I didn’t
know that buying your child’s love was unacceptable.
During my teenage years, I still hadn’t known about my mental issue. At this time, I was
still seeking validation from others, mostly from boys. My self-esteem was extremely low and
I felt that if I had given them what they wanted (sex) then they would give me love in exchange. I didn’t believe I had anything other than my body to offer to them.
It’s often hard for me to make friends. I isolate myself at times due to my depression
(being too down to socialize). Other times it’s for fear that people won’t like me because
they won’t find me interesting. When I do make friends, it’s difficult for me to keep those
friendships for several different reasons. I’m usually very suspicious of people and sometimes
paranoid when people are nice to me. In the past, I have had friends that were manipulative
towards me, making me think they cared about me but only wanted to use me for their own
personal gain. I have had friends talk about me behind my back but smile to my face and lie
to me about their feelings toward me. This was something extremely difficult for me to deal
with, being that I already had an issue with my self-image. These events only further validated the poor feelings I had towards myself. I realized that everyone went through a friend
stabbing them in the back at one point or another, however, it was easier for others to move
on because they knew they deserved better treatment, which I on the other hand, questioned what I deserved. I used to take bathroom breaks at school in between classes and lock
myself in the stalls just so I could cry. I didn’t know how to take compliments; I would always
assume they were lying because they didn’t want to hurt my feelings. BPD prevented me
December 2018
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from seeing myself the way some others saw me. I would avoid mirrors most of the time because I couldn’t stand what I saw looking back at me. I was always able to see beauty in other
people but never in myself.
Since I also have depression and anxiety, these three things attack me daily and take
turns knocking me down. One of the main symptoms of depression and anxiety is lack of
concentration, poor memory and cognitive function (brain fog). I struggled academically
during a few semesters at Hostos due to these issues and would feel shameful about myself.
I had never had any learning disabilities or difficulties throughout my years in public school
growing up, but I was able to convince myself that I just wasn’t smart. The brain fog is also
accompanied by racing thoughts most times, also making it difficult to concentrate.
The way I would describe having a mental illness is like having a very dark cloud hovering
over me every single day and no matter what I do, I can’t get rid of it. There are some days I
have that are good, but those don’t last long and the pesky cloud is back. It’s like having little
demons following me everywhere I go. They bring with them a very heavy baggage that I
carry with me: pain, frustration, fear and anger. Mental illness is many things but one thing it
isn’t is a light switch. It can’t be turned off when desired. If it could, there wouldn’t be millions
suffering from such a terrible disease.
Yes, there is professional help available; however, we must all remember that is also a
business. Many psychologists/psychiatrists are being paid to treat the mentally ill but their
patients’ best interest is not always in their hearts. This is speaking from the perspective of
someone who has been through many professionals to end up with the same result in the
end. In terms of medication, that affects everyone differently. I am not a “pill shamer” (making
others feel shame for taking medication to control a disability they have) but I am aware that
medication affects each individual differently. I personally have gone through many different
types of medication, in hopes of finding one that would limit my symptoms of depression,
anxiety and BPD. They all gave me bad side effects like extreme fatigue, feelings of sedation,
loss of balance, and addiction. Some of those medications gave me withdrawal symptoms
and I didn’t like the feeling of becoming dependent and/or addicted to drugs.
Here is a list of things not to say to someone who confides in you about a mental illness they
have:
1.
“Just get over it.”
2.
“Just stop worrying. You have to think positive!”
3.
“You need to just pray about it.”
4.
“You’re so moody.”
5.
“Stop overthinking things.”
6.
“Why can’t you just be happy?”
7.
“There are others out there who have it worse than you.”
8.
“You’re exaggerating.”
9.
“You’re too sensitive.”
10. “Everyone in the world has depression. You’re not the only one.”
These examples can often times feel very dismissive and invalidating towards the person
December 2018
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who is suffering, depending on the individual. Instead, you can try comforting words such as;
1.
“I am here for you.”
2.
“You are never alone.”
3.
“I love you,” Or, “I care about you.”
4.
“It will be okay. We can get through this together.”
Mental illness is something that has been pushed to the side in society because many
people aren’t educated on the topic. We do not get the support, love and understanding we
often times need. My goal in sharing this very personal story about myself is so that people
who are reading won’t feel ashamed of their mental problems. It’s unfair for anyone to suffer
in silence for a disease that we did not ask for. I hate that people feel shame because society
says that it’s stupid for one to commit suicide or have suicidal thoughts. It’s no wonder people are quiet about their problems when they would be ridiculed if they express the need for
help. Cries for attention are ignored until it is too late. We should be giving ourselves a pat
on the back and a round of applause for fighting against a battle with our minds every day.
I am simply done with hiding my illness. I can and will be the voice for many who are afraid
to speak about it. It is okay to get help. It is okay to use medication. It is okay to admit you
have a mental illness. What is not okay is hiding and letting this dark cloud win.
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HELEN MANTUANO
THE COMPLEXITY AND BEAUTY OF AN IMMIGRANT
In under 25 years I have moved a total of twelve times, visited almost a dozen countries,
become a fluent speaker and writer in two languages and learned the foundations for three
more. My mother came from a poor family living in a hamlet in the countryside of Ecuador
where as a child her brothers had to walk a couple of miles just to obtain water. On the other
hand, my father’s family had established and succeeded financially in a port city where his family had the leisure to have a chauffeur and unlike my mother’s brothers, his siblings were sent
to America to complete their studies. Right from an early age I was faced with constant transitions between people, customs, foods, religions and principles. Immigration is a staple that has
defined my life even within my home country.
The most challenging yet rewarding transition took place on December 13. 2005 when
my mother and I moved from South America to North America. That Tuesday, on my eleventh
birthday, instead of receiving a bicycle or a doll I was gifted a new life. Little did I know that this
new life would bring me many challenges but would also provide me endless opportunities and
experiences. Moving from Ecuador to the United States allowed my family that had separated
years before when my father and brothers moved to North America, to reunite. As a little girl,
I wished for nothing more than to be together with my family again. Yet saying goodbye to the
people who had guided and watched me grow was difficult.
The day before our trip I had a birthday celebration but this celebration also represented
a goodbye. That day my school principal gave a speech in my honor. His moving words filled
the air with nostalgia and the unsureness of a future reunion. But as events had taught me, life
consists of uncertainties, difficult experiences and moving forward no matter what. Our plane
ride to JFK was a rollercoaster of emotions. My mother aimed to transmit confidence and
appear as strong as she always did. Butterflies filled my stomach and I could not contain my
emotions. The sight of a city that shone gracefully with golden lights in the dark night through
an airplane window is a picture that I will forever hold in my memory. Upon our arrival, right as
we were to step off the plane my mother held my hand and said ”Let the first step you take on
this land be with your right foot” We took our first step together and with that my American
experience began.
During my first night in America, I experienced two important events. My first English
interaction and the discovery of a music genre that would help me through my transition as an
American. At the airport, filled with nervousness I managed to mumble to a tall, green-eyed
man behind the custom’s desk “We no speak English” which got us a translator; that was my
first American accomplishment. That night, my brother also introduced me to contemporary
rock. It was the first time I heard music in a different language. Surprisingly, I immediately fell
in love with the music even though I did not understand its lyrics. Music to me represents an
intercultural form of art that holds the power to connect and offer freedom of expression to
any individual. Throughout the years, I have discovered an extensive pool of talent in many
different languages and genres through music. Music complements a big part of my life and
always accompanies me regardless of the turns and transitions my life takes. Thanks to my love
for English music and my persistency to learn song lyrics, I learned some of my English.
December 2018
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My first three years in the United States were filled with ups and downs. In school I was picked
on because I had an accent and was different. I learned to despise my accent and my roots.
Truth is, it was hard. At times I felt flawed and lost. But instead of getting stuck I opted to
make a change. I promised myself to always do as best as I could regardless of anyone else’s
judgment or opinion. I decided to improve my English to the best of my capabilities and as I
watched the fruits of my hard work, my love and interest for other languages grew as well.
When things got tough, I chose to believe in myself. After all, believing in oneself is perhaps the
strongest fuel one can use to propel dreams forward. I learned to embrace my uniqueness and
cultural complexity, as these traits are the core foundation that make up who I am. The diversity that makes me stand out is my strength not my weakness.
I now strive to travel outside the country as often as possible. Every time I visit a new
country I aim to go with a native, another immigrant such as myself, who can show me the
culture, food and people of each region. I believe a country’s real beauty lies not in its most visited tourist places but within the local neighborhoods and the hidden gems many fail to discover. However, until this day my favorite place to travel to is Ecuador. Every time I visit my home
country I see some of those friends and family that said goodbye to me on December 13, 2005.
New friends and experiences are usually made along the way too. The countryside is perhaps
my favorite. Learning to milk a cow, riding a horse and learning to pick my own oranges are
priceless experiences that I would not trade for the world; those are things I probably would
have never encounter if I were not an immigrant. But the same way I look forward to visiting
other countries, I am always happy to return back home to that same airport that once welcomed me full of hopes and dreams. I never fail to look out the airplane window to experience
the marvelous view the city offers as we come in for a landing. New York is where my heart
is. It’s the city that has watched me grow into the woman I am today and the city that always
provides new experiences and opportunities to grow.
Growing up in Ecuador provided me with amazing life experiences and gave me a strong
foundation to be the person I am today. But coming to America exposed me to a variety of cultures, ideologies and opportunities that opened up my mind and helped me expand my goals
and dreams to an extent that I would’ve never dreamed of otherwise. I look forward, with
excitement and an open mind, to discover what life has in store for me. Constantly evolving but
always embracing my cultural diversity
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MOHAMED SEYNI
HOME?

Chapter 1: Nightmares
You ever had a nightmare? If you’re human chances are you’ve had a nightmare. You
could have a nightmare that you showed up too late to school in your boxers. You could have
a nightmare that you are giving a presentation in front of the whole school and everyone
is booing you. You could have a nightmare that there’s monster under your bed. You could
have a nightmare that you’re drowning. Wait, stop me if you’ve had this nightmare before.
You could have a nightmare that the place you grew up in is now a war zone; it’s all dirty and
destroyed and there’s toxic chemicals floating through the air. In that same nightmare you
can’t even go outside and play with your friends anymore. In that same nightmare you can’t
even get clean water anymore. In that same nightmare you can’t get three meals a day. In
that same nightmare you lose a lot of your friends since they move to a “summer camp” to
escape all of this. In that same nightmare you see hundreds of men, women, and children
getting blown up. In that same nightmare is a group of Radical Scum who coincidentally
have the same religion as you but are trying take its peaceful teachings and turn them into
their justification for causing all of this pain and agony. In that same nightmare you see a
man running to the bakery to try and buy his family a loaf of bread with the coins he found in
rubble and BOOM! He gets blown up. He’s dead. In that SAME nightmare that man running
to the bakery was your father. In that same nightmare you, your mom, your older brother,
your older sister, and your younger sister are forced to move to the “summer camp” to escape this along with your friends. Well lemme tell you something: you could say all of those
are just nightmares - but I didn’t have them in no daang dream. I’m LIVING those so called
“Nightmares.” My name is Yunus Aziz and I am an 11 year old boy who is living in a refugee
camp because of the Syrian War.
Chapter 2: Camp Refugee
Before all of this madness I had a great life. My mom was a writer and actually knew
how to speak, write, and read English. She taught me and my siblings from a young age.
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Despite knowing English, we still communicated through Arabic. I have a 14 year old brother
named Khaled, a 13 year old sister named Gabina, and a 7 year old sister named Malala. My
father, as I stated before, died around 4 years ago. He was a Syrian doctor and used to treat
anyone who got hurt from a gunshot, explosion, etc. From this you can conclude that my
family used to have a lot of money. We used to live in a big house-until it was blown up. We
used to be able to have three meals a day, but now we’re lucky if we get three meals a week.
Everything went downhill because of the war in Syria. Me and my family actually moved to
a refugee camp. I remember when we still had money we had a television. I used to watch
movies about kids going to summer camp. I guess in a weird, twisted way this is my summer camp. Me and Malala call it Camp Refugee to try and cheer ourselves up. We even tried
making our own games. Just like the summer camp in the movies, the food was acceptable
at best. Just like the summer camps it had an unbearable smell. Just like the summer camp
there were bugs and bugs and bugs and bugs. Unlike the summer camp, it didn’t last for just
the summer. Unlike the summer camp you didn’t have limited access to water. Unlike the
summer camp you didn’t hear your mom crying herself to sleep every night. I ask Allah every
day that me and my family will be able to leave the place in search of a better home. One
where we will be safe and feel welcome.
Chapter 3: Red, White, Blue
My family is FINALLY leaving the Refugee Camp! It took a whole year but we are finally
able to leave. A nice, rich man in New York has agreed to take us in. The man lives in a country that those radical scum are always trying to attack called “America.” The only thing I know
about America is what they taught me in school- till my school was blown up. I saw the flag
and its apparent that they love Red, White, and Blue and stars. The man lives in New York City
in ANOTHER division of that called Brooklyn. I feel as though it will be an easy transition for
me and my family. The man’s name is Abdoul Blake. I’ve heard of his first name since its Islamic, but his last name is completely foreign to me.
Chapter 4: WOW just Wow
Me and my family finally arrived in America. We were greeted by Mr. Blake, his wife
Yasmeen, his 14 year old son Malcolm, his 12 year old daughter Hajja, his 11 year old son
Kofi, and his 8 year old daughter Aisha. Their family mirrored my own in so many ways. I saw
a lot in Abdoul that I had seen in my father. They drove us to their big house and showed us
the house next to theirs that we would be staying in. We were acquainting ourselves with
them. Kofi, who is my age was explaining to me that his father was an African American and
converted to Islam and changed his first name but not his last name (that explains the last
name) while his mother was African and was from Niger. I was stumped and I didn’t understand the difference. He explained to me that African Americans are the ancestors of Africans
who were brought here forcefully to become slaves. I just responded with a WOW just...wow.
I never thought ANYBODY would be forcefully brought here. I thought anybody would want
to come to this secure place that feels peaceful and free of danger. It also shocked me that
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America would have this nasty history of having slaves. I asked him if he identified with being African or being American. He told me he identified with both. I asked him how could
he identify with both. He told me I’d understand soon in time. I still didn’t understand how
America could be a dangerous place for people like us.
Chapter 5: Bomb Boy
Today was me and my siblings’ first day of school. Since we knew English, we didn’t
really need any special classes or schools. Khaled and Gambina started school with Malcolm
and Hajja. They all went to a school that was both a high school and a middle school. I was
supposed to start in the same middle school as Kofi but not the same class. When I walked
into my new classroom, it was nice to see a classroom that wasn’t completely destroyed, with
books and crayons lying all over the floor. The teacher’s name was Ms. Cooper. She introduced me to the class and talked about how I came here all the way from Syria. I couldn’t
help but see a boy in the class. He had a slight unibrow. He kept giving me a hateful look. I
shrugged it off. Soon it was lunchtime, Kofi’s mom had packed me a turkey and cheese sandwich, chocolate chip cookies, and a Capri Sun. I started eating and I saw the same guy in my
class with the unibrow who kept looking at me. This time he was walking over to me with his
friends and he had a black plastic bag. They all stopped and just started staring at me. One
of them asked if it was true that I was from Syria. I nodded my head in agreement. Another
one of them asked if I was “Moz-lum” I asked him if he meant “Muslim” but his friends started
laughing before I could correct him. They said they’ve heard about “my kind” from Fox News,
CNN, and their parents. They asked me if I bomb people. I just froze there from that question.
These kids, these horrible kids are asking if I do the same thing that a group of radical trash
do that makes people have a bad impression on my religion, forced me from my home, and
killed my father?! Unibrow kid started calling me “Bomb Boy.” Soon, all of them started repeating it. I kept looking down trying SO hard to ignore them. Then unibrow boy took something out the black plastic bag. It was a sandwich. He told me to guess what kind of meat was
in this sandwich. I didn’t answer. I knew where this was heading. It was Ham. Unibrow Kid
asked me how come “my kind” don’t eat it. I told him we believe it is a dirty animal. He then
had a grin on his face and claimed that I just never tried it before. Unibrow kid started grabbing me by my shirt while one of his friends took the ham sandwich and shoved it down my
mouth. I spat it out and began spitting saliva on the pavement. I reached my boiling point. I
popped on unibrow kid right in the eye and he recoiled in pain. I attempted to try and punch
him again but one of his friends grabbed me and started punching me. I swung my leg back
as far as if I was Lionel Messi and kicked him in his shin. He let go in pain, but then the others
started jumping me. They all were punching and stomping on me. I couldn’t even get up. I
felt blood running down my nose and onto my t shirt. I was just waiting for it to end. Then
out of nowhere all of them stopped punching and kicking me. I looked up to see Kofi with 3
boys fighting back against my tormentors. Unibrow kid was trying to sneak behind Kofi while
he was fighting one of the bullies but I tackled him just in the knick of time. A school aide
finally showed up and broke up the brawl. Needless to say, we were all sent to the principal’s
office.
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Chapter 6: Friends
Me and Kofi and Kofi’s friends were sitting in the principal’s office. All we could hear
was the Unibrow Kid and his cronies getting yelled at for “Picking on a student new to this
Country” and “Setting a bad example for not only the school but America in General.” When
the Unibrow Kid came out with his friends they all had tears rolling down their faces. They
apologized to me and stated it’d never happen again. The Principal sincerely apologized
to me for their actions and said me, Kofi, and Kofi’s friends were off the hook, but to never
use violence ever again. Kofi introduced me to his three friends. He introduced me to Eun,
Dwayne, and Feliz. Eun’s parents were Korean immigrants but he was born here in the United
States. Dwayne and his parents moved here from Jamaica. Feliz’s parents are both of Mexican
descent and were born here. I asked them why they had helped me. They all stated that any
friend of Kofi’s is a friend of theirs. They also couldn’t stand how those bullies treated me just
because I was an immigrant. Everybody is an immigrant, they all stated. Even the first people
to come to America-the Native Americans were immigrants. After school, me and Kofi went
home. My mom was almost crying when she found out what had happened to me at school.
I assured her everything was all right. Malcolm, Kofi’s older brother, got Khaled to join the
basketball team at their school; in Malcolm’s words “he is a natural.” Gabina joined the debate team at school with Hajja. Malala had so much fun with Aisha at elementary school; she
brought in a painting she made of the Syrian flag and my mom hung it on the fridge.
Chapter 7: Conclusion
Four years have passed since me and my family moved to America. Me, Kofi, Eun,
Dwayne, and Feliz are players on our high school basketball team. Khaled and Malcolm received scholarships to Syracuse University due to how good they were at basketball. Gabina
and Hajja got scholarships too, but for being on the honor roll and their fantastic grades.
They got accepted to Harvard. Malala and Aisha both go to the middle school me and Kofi
used to go too. They’re both on the track team. Life is pretty good lately. I still pray for the
people back in Syria. When I get older I’m planning to do the same thing that Mr. Blake did
for me and my family by bringing refugees in to the country. A while back I remember Kofi
telling me that I’d soon identify with being Syrian and American. I now understand what he
meant.
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CHRISTIANA BURTON
THE NEWCOMER
When I first arrived in the city of Manhattan, my initial reaction was that of awe and
horror. I was in awe to see all the towering buildings, their tips practically touching the
clouds. I wondered what it would be like to be at the top looking down at all the ant people.
As I moved along, I was careful not to stand or stare in awe for too long, so as not to reveal
my newness to the city. I witnessed sights that were in conflict with the Manhattan I had fantasized about as an impressionable young lady about to visit Manhattan, the greatest city in
America. In my fantasy, Manhattan was this beautiful paradise where all the buildings were
beautiful and clean, the streets were clean and free of potholes, there were plants all along
the front of the buildings and no one walked around half naked.
No, I must have gotten off at the wrong stop. I asked my husband “Is this Manhattan?”
I have to admit that I was flabbergasted by his positive response. But it will have to do. I grew
to like Manhattan because, in spite of the littered streets and subways, there was a fantastic
array of places to visit and lots and lots of entertainment. After the disillusion of my Manhattan fantasy, I understood what Ifemelu, in Americanah, had revealed to Obinze that Manhattan is wonderful but it’s not heaven. She too had had expectations of what Manhattan would
be like and was rather dismayed to find out otherwise.
On the island of Dominica which I call home, I was a kindergarten teacher and I was
well known, liked and respected by scores of people. My family doctor was a close and personal family friend and I could even make an appointment to see the Prime Minister. All that
changed when I moved to America. I suddenly realized that I was just an individual who was
known by no one. My doctor was never always the same, sad to say, and not to mention even
getting to see the president close up, much less an appointment to speak with him. I felt like
I had been uprooted and placed on an alien planet. Or rather, that I was the alien on a new
planet because no one knew me and I knew no one. One can get lonely even depressed
being in a situation like this. It takes forever to get a job because there are so many processes to go through. Ifemelu’s depression and frustration about not finding a job are definitely something I can relate to. She worried about money constantly and did without many
much-needed items in order to ensure that her meager savings did not dwindle away.
It is so important to have the support of a family or good friend in times like this otherwise one can begin to get depressed and so homesick that nothing makes sense. When
Ifemelu states that she imagined the writers of the blogs fighting on the Internet over their
mythologies of home, because a home was now a blurred place between here and there,
and at least online they could ignore the awareness of how inconsequential their lives had
become, I can quite understand what she meant.
It is difficult to adjust to a new environment as an adult. The way I spoke, the way I
dressed, the things I valued are so different from what is valued here in America. In my home
country, going to church or to a wedding was a grand affair. Everyone dressed up in formal
attire, some even wore hats, pretty hats. The kids wore socks or stockings and dress shoes.
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Imagine my horror when I noticed that people wore jeans and t-shirts to church or just a
dress and sandals for a wedding. That’s a no-no where I’m from. Ifemelu was quite delighted when her friends invited her to a party and after getting dressed she inquired of them if
they were not getting dressed. “Won’t you get dressed?” she asked them and their reply was
“We are dressed.” How appalled she was when she realized that they planned to go to a party
dressed in slouchy jeans.
Even my speech has had to change so I can be understood. When I arrived here I was
told that I spoke too quickly, but the Americans were the ones whom I could not understand.
And their jokes, you would have to be a part of the culture to understand the jokes and the
punch lines. America is indeed a different place from home, BUT I LOVE the good ole US of A.

“Brooklyn Bridge” by Francisco Lopez
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FREDY VALLADARES
NOT A CITY BUT A WORLD
New York City
A place like no other
A city so bright you can see the potential shine
Dreams so indefinite, non-ending like the skyscrapers all around
You see the whole world in one place
The languages, the styles, behavior and cultures
Its uniqueness like no other both an art form and lifestyle.
Where the John Roeblings are born,
The William Barclay Parsons,
The Frederick Olmsteads
And the Vaux green wards.
The Nas, Jay Zs and Biggies
A place where innovation rises
No matter how much it seems to slow down.
Where people tend to be fast paced in a place with no sleep
Where you tend to be with thousands but always on your own
Where you can see a lifetime in just minutes
Where you can get a glance of the future
Where you could be an outcast but feel right at home
New York isn’t just a city but the world in one place.
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MELISSA CHEE
WHAT MAKES A WOMAN?
As woman different values and beliefs are placed before us that men are never subjected to. What makes a woman, who is she, how does she walk, how does she talk, how does
she think? From the beginning of time women were beautiful creatures who held their families together. Women stayed home, cooked, cleaned took care of their children and husband
all while looking like they won the Miss America contest with the perfect outfit and flawless
makeup. That was her daily duties, but throughout time our roles in the households have
changed.
Thankfully women got out into the workforce and gained knowledge by attending
school. But school is not the only place that women are taught. As little girls, women are
taught that they can be smart, they can work, they can be successful but to a certain extent. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie expressed that yes, girls are taught to grow into successful
woman much like boys are taught to be successful men. Although this is true, there is often
an exception. Girls who are taught to grow up to be successful woman are often told that
we can be successful but to a certain extent. It is important to be ambitious but to a certain
extent. We can be smart but not too smart. Why is this? Why are women taught to be strong
but not as strong as men?
In societies all around the world women are taught like Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
said, “We teach girls to shrink themselves, to make themselves smaller”. She also said, “You
should aim to be successful but not too successful, otherwise you will threaten the man”.
Unfortunately, this is true. As a woman myself I was taught different values than my brother.
My father actually wanted me to be a nun and wanted my brother to become a doctor. He
told me and my sisters that we did not need to get a “big job” because we are girls. I never
took him seriously but as I continued my education in college, I realized just how successful a
woman could be.
Why was I not encouraged to become a doctor? Was I not born able bodied and with a
brain? Why was I taught to aspire to live a “simple” life and never to think twice about wanting more for myself? I think it is because of what my grandfather taught him, and I think
that that is the same problem with society. This ignorant thought of what women’s place
in society is. This poses another question, why is it that a woman who is strong enough to
give birth, take care of the entire house, take care of her husband and still walking around
in shoes, hair done, nails done etc., is looked at as a weak person who is so fragile that they
cannot be successful? It is sad that we are told to dim our lights so that the light of men can
shine beautifully.
Just because a woman is successful does not mean that their partner is weak. Just
because a woman is the bread winner in the house does not mean that the man should
feel emasculated. Men should not feel that the success of their spouse belittles any of their
achievements. We are teaching our men that women are to be seen and not heard. Why
would a woman ever want to be with a man who thinks of them as a simple woman with no
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drive? Men who think this way in my opinion are weak and they need to look within themselves to find why they are so easily threatened. A flower is never ashamed to bloom in the
presence of another flower because it knows that it is unique and could never be compared
to another flower.
We need to teach our men that the weakness is not in having a partner that is ambitious, successful or smart, the weakness is in feeling emasculated because of it. Women were
never born to walk in the shadows of a man. Women are absolutely capable of doing any
and everything a man can do. It is our jobs as parents, educator’s friends and family to bestow upon our children that their potential ends where the sky ends. We as a society should
raise our young men to never be intimidated by a woman’s success because a successful
woman is beautiful. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s quote was very powerful in the fact that
it is very relevant. Hopefully we can mold a new mind frame for society and educate them
about the strength of a woman and that their light should never be dimmed to let a man’s
light shine bright.
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GIMELZAIN GONZALEZ
THE BURNING CANDLE
When I was ten years old, my parents went through a devastating divorce. They were
in an abusive relationship for over twenty years. I grew up in the Polo Grounds projects on
the Westside of Harlem with my two older sisters Lyzza and Lilly, and my older brother Ray.
My parent’s separation tore our small family into shreds. Since they refused to have any affiliation with one another or compromise to co-parent we had to choose with which parent we
wanted to live. My brother and I were the closest to my father as opposed to my sisters who
didn’t have a good relationship with him.
I’m sure it was just as hard for my brother to choose between our parents as it was for
me because we loved them both immeasurably. Not only did we have to make a decision
between our parents but also our sisters - considering that my parents’ separation divided
us. My sisters automatically stayed with mom because of the dysfunctional relationship they
both had with dad. Since Ray is the only boy he quickly gravitated towards our father. He
did not want to be raised surrounded by girls without a male figure so he went to live with
dad while I lived with mom until I made a decision. Just like Ray, I suffered the same dilemma. I didn’t want to be raised with the guys without a female figure. My father constantly
pressured me to make my decision to go with him but I didn’t want to leave my mother. My
mother was more supportive, as she recommended that I think about the decision I had to
make. I overanalyzed my limited options considering living with my father to be close to my
brother or living with my mother to be close to my sisters. I did not know how to choose between the most important people in my life. Living with my dad and not seeing my mother
and sisters or staying with my mom and not seeing my father and brother until who knows
when was confusing to me.
One winter morning, I was at home with Lilly while my mother went out with Lyzza to run
errands. My brother and I shared a room with wooden bunk beds. At the bottom of the bunkbed there were two shelves. On the bottom shelf I placed two separate pictures, one of my
mother and one of my father from their wedding day. Right on top of the pictures I placed a
white candle that I lit as I started praying for the right decision. I didn’t know who/what I was
speaking to or if anyone was actually listening. Although my parents were spiritual, they did
not have any religious background. They believed in a higher power including angels that
would nurture, protect, and guide our family.
We always had a closet that was filled with different statues of saints, a variety of colored candles (white, black, red, green, orange, etc.) and aromatic incents that smelled like
burning fragrance. It was called “the room of the saints”. I had often seen my parents light
their candles at night and even during the day as they said their prayers in silence and sometimes aloud. The candles stayed lit until they burned out of wax. Considering my father was
eager for me to make a decision I felt pressured to make up my mind before he asked me
again. I wanted to make the right choice without either one of them being upset with me.
I planned to blow the candle out before I went to sleep that night. Once I finished
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praying I went to my mother’s room next door where Lilly was watching cartoons while
petting the kitten on her chest. The room was small and the bed and box spring was next to
the door which was cracked a few inches. After laying down beside her for about a half an
hour suddenly, my sister jumped up with the cat falling to the ground. She opened the door
a crack and we saw smoke covering half of the apartment. We instantly ran out ducking past
my room, the bathroom, through the long hallway, past my sisters’ room, the living room and
the kitchen until we reached the front door with smoke hovering above our heads. Our first
thought was the fire was outside but when we stepped outside of the apartment we were
certain that the smoke was coming from inside our home. For a moment we considered the
floor below us on fire and smoke was rising through the floorboard into our apartment. My
sister asked if I left the stove but I told her I don’t remember using the kitchen.
As the apartment was filling with smoke, we became scared and ran out bare footed. I was wearing blue short pajamas and a white short-sleeved shirt while Lilly wore a pink
bra with long black pajama pants. She was hesitant to go back in the house to get a shirt
and some shoes for us. I told her not to go back, to just go to Gladys’ house (a friend of my
mothers who lived in the next building). We took the elevator from the twelfth floor instead
of taking the stairs as we should have. We hyperventilated, trying to catch our breath, while
waiting for the elevator door to open. We ran outside in the cold winter day, our feet getting
wet from the residue of snow while the cold concrete hit the plantar of our feet every step
we took running towards Gladys’ building. When we got to her house we were hysterical,
explaining to her that the apartment was on fire but we didn’t know how. Gladys and her
daughters hugged us as we cried, still scared. As we heard what seemed to be dozens of loud
fire truck sirens, we hurried to her daughter’s room where we were able to view my bedroom
window.
I watched firefighters shatter my room window throwing out the wooden remains of
my bed furniture as smoke was billowing out of the window like a chimney, when it finally
dawned on me. As if a light bulb switched on in my head, I remembered the candle that I lit
in prayer; I became anxious when I realized with certainty what had happened. I blamed myself for risking my sister’s life along with my own. “How do I tell anyone? How will I tell mom?
Should I even say anything? Where are we going to live now?” I thought.
After beating myself up for several minutes I grew the courage to tell my sister what
I’ve done before my mother returned. She was furious, “What the hell were you thinking?!
We could’ve died!” she said. “Wait until mommy gets here” she continued screaming. I was
speechless; even though I tried no words came out. There was really nothing I could say. All
I could do was cry. I didn’t know how to explain to her why I lit a candle because I thought it
would sound stupid and senseless. Gladys was also upset so I took the heat from everyone
knowing it was my fault. I felt everyone’s rage but I was more worried about my mother’s
anger once she walked through the door. I was preparing myself for the worst. My mother
arrived with tears covering her face, running toward us with the warmest, tightest hug. She
bathed us with kisses as she thanked God continuously. The tears ran down her cheeks as
she inhaled and exhaled so profoundly in relief. My sister told her that I lit a candle since I
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was too embarrassed to tell her. It was as if she didn’t care about anything except that we
were okay. It reminded her of the incident a few weeks prior when a friend of hers lost her
three kids in a fire so she was grateful to see us alive and well. She recounted her trip home
thinking we were in the apartment before firefighters informed her of someone seeing us
running out of the building.
When it was time for the fire fighters to question us I was frightened to say anything.
Two male firefighters in their uniform and gear stained black from smoke: “We need to know
what happened.” One firefighter stated. “It was an accident” my mom responded. “We know it
was an accident but we need to know what provoked the fire because it started in the back
room where the bunk-beds were” he said. “If we don’t find a motive we’ll have to charge you
with arson.” He continued. My mom frustrated “I wasn’t there, I don’t know what happened.”
He responded “this could’ve happened one of two ways, it commenced in the back room
where a candle or incense sparked the fire.” My mother looked at me waiting for a response.
Still embarrassed, I couldn’t explain it especially for two other complete strangers who would
possibly judge me for lighting a stupid candle. My mother responded “She miss her father.
I’ve told my kids whenever they need something light a candle and ask their angels watching over them.” It seemed that angels were watching over us because the same day we were
placed in a new apartment nearby.
The next week we went to our old apartment to get what remained of our belonging.
The smell of fire still lingered the hallway. As we walked into the apartment, the ceiling and
walls looked pitch black from the smoke. We went directly to my room where there was most
damage and everything was destroyed including my clothes, toys and all that was special to
me. My mom retrieved some clothing from her room along with an angel statue name Saint
Miguel. One of the statues wings broke which we believe represented a sacrifice to keep us
safe. That was our angel looking after us. After that, we never looked back. That was the last
time I ever lit a candle.
This experience helped me make the decision to remain with my mother. I realized
that I didn’t have to choose, I was already where I was supposed to be. I wasn’t going to
feel happy or safe with my father because I was mostly scared of him. I thought of what we
went through and how differently he would react to the situation. He was easy to anger and
would’ve become violent if he found out I was the cause of the fire. In contrast, my mom
was more compassionate and empathetic. If we had to go to the shelter and start over again
that is what would’ve been done as long as she had her children alive with her. Even though
the separation from my father and brother was challenging we were able to reconnect after
three years and working on developing a better relationship.
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JOHANA BAJANA
MY TRANSITIONS BETWEEN CULTURES AND IDENTITY
Having been born and raised in Ecuador for the first 30 years of my life and then having lived in New York City for the last seven years as a wife, mother, worker and college student, I know better than most how different cultures can affect one’s identity. The difference
between Ecuador and America is that Ecuador is not as modernized as America. Examples
of this modernization are evident: aspects of gender equality, education, languages, sexual
education and structured families, to name a few.
My parents’ culture did not believe in education for women. Women were raised to
be housewives and to take care of their families, carrying on their traditions without having access to any other kind of life. There was little hope for success as a woman. Men were
considered the stronger gender and therefore, considered better than women. Men could
be unfaithful to their wives. It was Ecuadorian culture. Also, as a result of their ancestors, my
parents were too strict and they had exaggerated rules for their children, On Sundays, for
example, there were no bad words spoken, no card playing allowed, no drinking allowed for
those of legal age the only dress acceptable was that which parents found appropriate. The
most important thing I learned from this upbringing is that my own culture is unique and
important, but American culture is different because it is based on hope.
When I lived in Ecuador, I grew up with the pressure of my parents’ cultures and beliefs.
Our culture pushed my parents to be against education for me and my brothers and sisters.
My dad argued all the time that it was not necessary to go to school because the best school
is life itself. Honestly, although I was a young girl I already had perspectives to learn that were
very important, not only at home as my dad said over and over but well beyond. Also, we
were not allowed to have any social life because dad thought that other people could influence our minds and change our beliefs and culture. Even my sisters and I had different roles
at home than my brother, just because we were women. The young women cooked, cleaned
the house, washed dishes, washed clothes and attended to my brothers. It was a consequence of being a woman who was considered inferior to any man. We were prepared to be
a wife at a young age and to have children early. And the majority of men are not considerate
of their wives, treating them badly by being unfaithful and even abandoning their children
for other women. Not surprisingly, I got married young, had a son and had no opportunity to
continue my studies. Fortunately, I grew up believing that I have rights as a woman, without
knowing that I really was a part of the movement of women who support feminism. I was a
feminist without even knowing its meaning. It was simply my instinct. It’s amazing how our
cultures define our lives and especially our beliefs.
Living in the United State for almost seven years has changed my life magically as a
result of the opportunities there are available and the efforts I am putting forth. I know that
my native roots are from Ecuador, the beautiful country where I was born and grew up with
my strong identity of being a woman. But America is a country of hope and freedom and full
of dreams for all. The most important thing for me when I arrived in this country was that I
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was becoming a part of a new world, discovering my new identity as a member of this country. Being part of this nation gave me the strength to begin to realize my dreams as a woman, mother, wife and as a future student.
First, I married a man who loves me, respects me as a woman, wife, mother of his children and supports me for my professional future; the opposite of my country’s culture. After
a few months I started to take action on my future life here, looking for English classes because I wanted to be equal to everyone. It is very curious that my father was opposed to education but it is that very thing that I cling to the most. Now I can see that education can be
a personal, social and professional success for all. After as I am working towards my college
diploma, I am now a college student pursuing my dreams, the dreams that I was not allowed
to pursue as a result of my parents’ culture.
One of the other things that caught my attention is that we can dress here as we want.
For example, in my country I had to dress “properly” in the eyes of my parents. Here, I began
to discover my new identity of being free to dress as I want without being judged by society. This reminds me of a bad time that happened with my mom because I put on jeans with
small holes in the knee. She looked at me as if I were an alien and she asked me, “Where you
think you are going like this? That clothing is not appropriate for a woman?” I was of legal
age and with a four-year-old son, but that’s the way life was in Ecuador.
As a mother I am very happy to be here and to be able to give my children a better
education and lifestyle than in my native country. Of course our Ecuadorian culture and traditions are maintained in our lives but we are more modernized because we are part of two
cultures and two identities. I am the product of two cultures. I grew up seeing things about
Ecuadorian life that I could not accept, specifically how women are thought of. And then I
came to America and realized that in this country, a woman can go as far as her talent might
take her. I am, I hope, a combination of two cultures and hopefully, the best of both. Living
between two cultures is the best learning experience I could ever have.
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RAYHANATOU BARRY
BLACKOUT IN NEW YORK CITY
Fourteen years ago, on August 14, 2003 in the afternoon, a blackout happened in New
York City. That morning, I started my day as usual. I skipped breakfast and went straight to
work. On that day I had to leave work early to go to downtown Manhattan to see my lawyer.
After seeing my lawyer, I had to go to Elder Avenue in the Bronx to see my cousin. So, I
took the six train at Canal street, and while I was riding inside the six-train going uptown, it
stopped abruptly between 103rd street and 110th street. The lights went off and the person
next to me screamed, “Oh my God what’s going on!”
Another person who was sitting near me screamed, “They’re attacking us again!” I was
wondering who he was talking about. In my mind he was talking about the military because
it was not that long ago that I had come to the USA. As soon as he said that, a woman sitting
in front of me said “the terrorists“ and another man screamed “the Muslims “. It was total panic. Then the conductor came into our car with two MTA workers who had flashlights. He said:
“Everybody form a line, ladies with kids first.”
I was in the fourth car, and I had to walk to car number one, because that was the only
car with an open door. We crossed all the cars to get to the head of the train, and then
walked on the scary tracks until we got to the 110th street station on Lexington Avenue.
When we got there I was so scared, because I had never gotten off at that station. I didn’t
know what to do. I wasn’t sure where to go, and I had lost track of east and west or north
and south. At that point I didn’t speak or understand English very well. I didn’t understand
the directions the conductor gave us, and I couldn’t understand the announcements. So,
my solution was to look at the signs. Since I knew I was supposed to go to the Bronx and
the Bronx was uptown, I used that to help myself. First, I had to walk one block to find out if
the street numbers went up or down. Unfortunately, the next street I found was 109. Then I
realized that I was heading downtown, so I turned around and went the other way, and the
street numbers went up from 110 to 111. I breathed a sigh of temporary relief. Then I decided
to place a call, but found my phone wasn’t working. While I was outside, I noticed there was
a lot of chaos. Many people were outside and a lot of them were confused. They were asking
questions, panicked, and completely terrified. There was a lot of noise, cars were honking
either in traffic or at insertions. I walked all the way to 125th street without knowing the
way home. Finally, at 125th I ran into someone I knew, and I was so relieved to see a familiar
face. He saw how scared I was and said, “Calm down, calm down. Everything is going to be all
right.” So I asked him “How do I get to the D train?”
He said, “There are no trains working because there is a blackout happening right now.”
That was the first time I realized it was a blackout, because he spoke to me in our language
(Fulani). I asked him how I could get home. “We have to walk,” he responded. “I am going to
the Bronx, too.”
Then we walked to 125th and Madison, from there we stayed on Madison Avenue
until we got to the bridge. There were a lot of people on the bridge and since there were no
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working traffic lights the police were directing traffic. We crossed the bridge to get to the
Bronx. From there we walked to the Grand Concourse, and that’s when I started to recognize
where I was. We stayed on the Grand Concourse until we got to where I lived which was on
167th street and Sheridan Avenue. I wasn’t prepared for a blackout so before I went inside I
stopped at the grocery store to get candles, a lighter, a flashlight with batteries, and water. I
got home around 7:45 PM. It had taken me almost four hours to get home.
The blackout lasted two days in my area and over the course of those two days all
the food I had in my refrigerator spoiled. Since that day I have learned a few things. First is
to always eat breakfast in the morning before you start your day. On the day of the blackout I skipped breakfast, so I starved the whole day and wasn’t even thinking about eating
until I got home. The second thing I learned is that it’s always good to be prepared for the
worst. From that day on I always keep candles, a lighter, and flashlights with batteries in my
house just in case. Also I keep cans and dry foods just in case the regular food spoils. Finally I
learned how to handle my fear in a situation like that. I was so scared and so panicked at the
time, thinking that anything could happen – like getting lost, or kidnapped. But now I know I
shouldn’t let my fear overtake me. I have to be calm and make smart decisions. For example
when there was a shooting in the hospital, where I work, I didn’t panic like that time in the
blackout. I analyzed the situation and did my best to get out of there safe and sound. In conclusion, I realize that my fear and panic on the day of the blackout day was mostly because of
the language barrier that I had at the time.
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BRIAN PADILLA
A DAY NEVER TO FORGET
It was 1996. It was not the best of situations in my home but like always we would
get by. I was 17 years old struggling in school, and as usual accomplishing nothing. As the
school year come to an end, I had failed most of my classes. My parents barely noticed or
rather didn’t even care. Life was a little different in my house compared to most. My father
was an alcoholic. He would work during the day and then spend his money in the bar. When
he came straight home after work it was because he had run out of money and could not
hang out. My father was a kind hearted man. He would go out of his way to help out others
but was very irresponsible. He never had his priorities in order. Many nights he would come
home drunk as one can be, and ramble and ramble till he fell asleep. When I looked at him, I
saw a good person, but one I did not want to emulate.
My mother during this time was not much better. She was addicted to drugs, and
doing nothing with her life. She often picked up bottles and cans in the street to buy drugs.
As she walked through the neighborhood where we lived, all my friends knew who this dirty
looking person was. To say it was embarrassing was an understatement. I didn’t wish this life
on anyone. Often we had no electricity because my parents wouldn’t pay the bill. There were
plenty of nights with no food cooked at home or any idea what we would be having for dinner. Then one day the most painful thing happened. Wednesday morning in August of 1996
my brother and I were looking around the house looking for something to eat. He was looking in one side of the kitchen and I was looking on the other. Suddenly there was a knock at
the door. We both looked at each other in confusion. My mother was out maybe picking up
bottles and cans so we knew it was not her. My father was out driving a taxi illegally because
he never had a TLC license. No one ever knocked on our door. We didn’t invite friends to our
house because it was always very dirty and embarrassing. So who could it be? They knocked
again very sternly. Then we looked more worried than confused. We both walked towards
the door not knowing what to expect. As we approached the door, they knocked again. I
heard the words of a man say “open up”.
We opened up the door. A person with a badge looked at my brother and me and said
“you have 10 minutes to grab anything you can carry. You don’t live here anymore”. By the
time the locksmith finished changing the locks on the door we would not be allowed back
in the apartment. It was the Marshal. He had come to claim our apartment for failure to pay
rent. My brother and I stood there and did not know what to say. We told the Marshal that
our parents were not home and he said he didn’t care. We told him that we did not know
what to do. He said he didn’t care. My brother and I looked at each other hoping the other
one had an idea as to what to do next. Neither he nor I had anything to say. The marshal said,
“You got five minutes left to vacate the premises.” We were not even dressed. We were still in
a bit of shock, and still confused. We looked around feeling paralyzed, not knowing what we
should be doing at that moment. My brother said, “Brian, get dressed”. At that moment I realized I was about to be homeless. I filled my face with anger to hold back any watery eyes that
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were occurring. I did not want to take anything with me at all, I was so angry. I got dressed,
grabbed my wallet, my keys and walked out of the apartment. My brother and I turned
around and watched them finish changing the locks. They closed the door and put a bright
orange sticker on the door that said “Reclaimed by City Marshal”. Parts of me wanted to fight
with the marshal and or the locksmith for taking away my home. I walked away still in shock.
Shortly after my brother and I sat in front of our building still confused as to what to do next.
We didn’t say a word to each other. We just sat silently pondering where our parents were
and wondering if it even mattered. I told my brother “I have to work today”. I left walking
away knowing I just wanted to be alone to collect my thoughts. Talking to myself, with every
step convincing myself that this was the last time I would ever depend on anyone for anything. I was getting angrier and angrier just to hold back tears of the realization that when I
got out of work at midnight I would have no place to go. I said to myself, “I am homeless”. By
saying it, it helped me to accept it. Now that I had accepted my current situation I could begin to do something about it. It was not my fault that I was homeless but it sure as heck was
my responsibility to do something about it.
From that day forward my perspective changed forever. Never would I allow myself or
my family to feel this kind of pain. Never would there be a person knocking on my door and
telling me I had to leave. Never again would this happen to me. I will never forget the feeling
as it will continue to fuel the fire inside of me to persevere always.
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CHAZ ZACHARY
PASSION
Who of us has complete control of our passion? I have been at my best when passion
has been attached to any particular area of my life and dealings. My first passion that I can
recall was football. I excelled at football, yet my dreams to play football were shattered early
in life. I was forced to move on to something more obtainable to one in my financial position
at that time. I was taught to box at eleven years old. Boxing was free. My best friend’s uncle
taught the kids from the neighborhood rudimentary boxing. I did this on and off from eleven to fifteen years old. I was passionate about boxing but by the age of fifteen I was more
passionate about winning. This realization had thus far eluded me. To my young uneducated
mind I still believed my passion was for the sport itself.
Focusing my passions is a lot more complex, now that I think about it. Yet, think about
it I do. So, with contemplation I’ve come to realize that my perceived passions have many
times been incorrect. I once believed that I was passionate about women. Oh now I love the
fairer sex. As an adolescent I pursued women, fooling myself into believing my intent was
pure most of the time, only to capture, conquer, and disregard. These women/girls became
victims of my passion which I myself was a victim of, as I did not understand them. I was passionate about women, I was passionate about love, but more so than either I was passionate
about winning, conquering. Is conquering an inherent part of man’s nature? Undoubtedly, I
love women. I love the women in her many myriad forms. I can also honestly say - with myself as example – that chivalry is not dead. As an older adolescent I never lied to a woman/
girl. As a teenage bachelor I enjoyed bachelorhood to the detriment of some hopeful women/girls who had views toward having a relationship with me. I listened to the impassioned
pleas of these women/girls, stating their cases as to why I should enter into committed relationship with them, and felt terrible, knowing that I wasn’t ready to give them that which
they truly deserved.
I know that I wasn’t in control of my passion even if I didn’t understand at the time
what my true passion was. The ability to pinpoint the root of a feeling which caused these
behaviors was beyond me. It takes a more mature, learned individual to comprehend the
complexities of these behaviors. Time, maturity, and experience have brought me to a point
in my life now, where I completely understand my behavior of the past. It is said that, “hindsight is twenty-twenty”; looking back, I see my lost opportunities and realize that my passion
for conquering did me less good than, if I had a passion for connecting. To the women who
were a victim of my ignorant passions, I owe an apology.
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MAYRA CALDERON
ETERNAMENTE/ ETERNALLY
En Español:
Cae la noche, yo vigilo tus sueños.
Oscureciendo, las noches se
hacen tan lentas.
Mientras tu duermes
Yo te acaricio la cara.
Miro hacia el cielo,
Pidiéndole a Dios,
El no perderte jamas.
Vivir eternamente - vivir
Al lado tuyo vivir, vivir
Para no dejar de amarte
Y estar junto ati.
Amaneciendo un cielo azul
Que me ilumina con su luz
Tus besos dulce de pasion
Se a convertido en mi addicion.
Entre tus brazos quiero estar.
Amarte es lo que yo mas anhelo.
In English:
Night has fallen, I watch over your dreams.
Darkness takes over and the nights
Become so slow.
While you sleep
I caress your face.
I look at the sky,
Begging God
Never to lose you.
To live with you forever - to live
Next to you to live -to live
I will never stop loving you
Well be together forever
Dawning a blue sky
That illuminates me with its light
Your sweet kisses full of passion
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It has become my addiction.
In your arms I want to be.
Loving you is what I most desire.

“Caiman Women Winners” by Francisco Lopez
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CHERISE JONES
BEES, HONEY AND ONE BIG CLOSET
I remember the first time I saw her
Despite a world of disgusted looks, I saw beauty
And within the way our caramelized hands melted together,
You’d think you see it too.
But, the sad truth is: beauty is clearly within the eyes of the beholder
And it is only beautiful when those caramelized hands belong to him and her.
So, when I mistook what they had for what I wanted
I wasn’t aware that it was only supposed to be, bees to honey
Well, what about us bees who saw each other as honey?
Why does our love seem to mean less when it is not scripted
For your belittling enjoyment?
Why can’t I learn of her scent without your stench overpowering?
Why is your masculinity so fragile
You turn to the kind of hate that leaves the people within my community
Feeling the need to stay trapped
Within a closet.
Can you imagine the feeling of your heart pumping
Love is love
Through your veins but
The only pounding your body seems to know is
Of those beating on you.
And I am so sorry for those of you who know the feeling that is more than just mental.
Trust me when I say I am living proof
That safe spaces exist, that support is near,
That our community will one day be rebuilt
With closets lit between the love of us bees who see each other as honey.
Queens who were born and told they were Kings
And our Kings who were born and told they were Queens.
This is for you.
My LGBTQ+
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FREDY VALLADARES
NOT A CITY BUT A WORLD
New York City
A place like no other
A city so bright you can see the potential shine
Dreams so indefinite, non-ending like the skyscrapers all around
You see the whole world in one place
The languages, the styles, behavior and cultures
Its uniqueness like no other both an art form and lifestyle.
Where the John Roeblings are born,
The William Barclay Parsons,
The Frederick Olmsteads
And the Vaux green wards.
The Nas, Jay Zs and Biggies
A place where innovation rises
No matter how much it seems to slow down.
Where people tend to be fast paced in a place with no sleep
Where you tend to be with thousands but always on your own
Where you can see a lifetime in just minutes
Where you can get a glance of the future
Where you could be an outcast but feel right at home
New York isn’t just a city but the world in one place.
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KYLE ASQUITH
UNTOLD STORIES
Untold stories of the Bronx
The Bronx, home of the manager cat in the deli.
The deli has become the home of the thugs and hustlers at night.
The loitering hustlers and thugs have become a part of tradition.
Meats, cold cuts, cheeses, and hot sandwiches on every corner.
The Bronx, birthplace of hip-hop
The Bronx, birthplace of gentrification
Like unborn babies being removed from their homes before birth.
Bulldozers clearing rubble to build a new Starbucks or Saks Fifth Ave.
Young boys have no love for their daddies.
Indictments breaking family portraits apart.
Mothers sending children to school with fears of no return.
Families depending on government assistance with no hope of brighter days
Things wouldn’t be the same if it weren’t for them.
They oppress us and call us lazy.
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“Are Friends Electric?” by Elizabet Plumaj
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“Meditation in Jaws of Hell” by Henzel Cole
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“Self Portrait” by Jing Chen
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“Resting & Talking in the Bronx” by Genoveva Carranza
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“Out of This World” by Lisa Chin
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“Cigar Store in The Bronx” by Leslie Rojas
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“Portrait of a Buddist Monk” by Vincent Trujillo
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“My Native American Animal Spirits” by Omi Aguirre
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“Artist at Work” by Francisco Lopez
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“Autumn Glory” by Francisco Lopez
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“Balloons!” by Francisco Lopez
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“Maisha (Life)” by Page Pedro
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“Subway to Work in The Bronx” by Lazare Dada
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“Hawkfall” by Eduardo Guerrero
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“Birdman” by Miguel Ramirez
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“Rainy Day in The Bronx” by Giselle Vasquez
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THALIA LOPEZ
AMERICA-DRIVEN GENES
My mother was watching one of her novelas when I noticed her
In all of her vata-grandmother hair cut glory.
I am not her daughter I mean not in the sense that she didn’t give me life.
The life we’ve dedicated to give her happiness
To give her bliss, to know when she is depressed
And hasn’t done her hair in a couple days.
My mother is depressed.
But that doesn’t mean she isn’t the first one to dance at the party
Knowing her legs might give out.
But that doesn’t mean - although she doesn’t believe it –
She is beautiful.
In all of her Hispanic “I’ve-gotten-too-old-to-spend-time-washing-long-hair”
Kind of way.
That doesn’t mean she will not beat my ass
If I do something stupid.
But that doesn’t mean she’ll know how to praise me
For how American I am.
I am not her daughter.
I am someone who lives here, struggling
To make a mask to know what she is to me.
And this woman is everything.
That woman right there is my best friend.
No.
She is my life.
No.
She is my light, my darkness, the sun, the sky, the moon.
She is the reason why I get out of bed
To remind her, although she is depressed
She. Is. Beautiful.
I’ve beaten depression by knowing
I. Am. Beautiful.
And where do you think I’ve gotten my genes from?
Not no H&M
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Not no Old Navy
Not no Gap
Not no society that has already beaten me down
And taken my hair to make these genes.
My mother to this day still buys clothes for me
And these genes are priceless, fitting, loving, curly, short, brown.
This women sitting in the sala is breathing, focused, beautiful,
And oblivious to the fact I truly believe she is beautiful
Although I tell her every day.
She is where my fear is located:
Anxiety-driven days of her falling, of her crying, dying.
And I am not there.
She makes me fear being alone in this apartment
Hollow.
This woman is my life
And without her I am nothing.
But while she is watching her novella
She is heartbroken, depressed, scared, lonely.
These genes are beautiful.
And I will no longer try to sell them out
So we can live easier.
I will embrace these genes
And every condition they come in
Because they are made just for me.
They love me. And they are beautiful.
I love you mom.
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STEPHANIE ZVI
FROM OPPRESSED TO SUCCESS
I was born in spring and my life till my twenties
Has been kind of filled with this feeling,
A bittersweet mix of happy childhood memories,
And a grown up bit rowdy.
When I recall “The Golden Age”
My twenties did not reflect happiness, frivolity and blessedness.
Beyond my understanding and till the day I die,
I will always instead wonder why I flirted with the Devil,
So despotic. I fell down but escaped
Before I could touch the ground.
Howbeit, I met my “unique Prince”
As I respectfully and affectionately used to sing.
A gentleman, attentive and attractive,
From his voice to his soul
He delivered me.
Happy, we walked the aisle.
Featuring a sweet life,
We started as new groom and bride.
Sharing a new life in a cute tiny flat.
Spring came in sight, awarding me with my beautiful child.
Surrounded by bliss and engaged passionately,
Accounts for one of my happiest stages in life.
Assiduously devoted, with now three precious and perfect lives,
The seasons passed by,
Gradually revealing distress and hard times.
Speechless and sad when tempers arose in the house,
My mind and body literally felt numbed to each of the fight and flout.
Perhaps it was having no one at my side
That we cannot perceive when such a marriage is abnormal.
Yet, it is a first victory to find out all the complexity suddenly clarified.
My eyes opened so wide that I found the courage to decide.
Bear in mind that life is only partially in the Divine’s hands:
“Stand up and G... will help you out!”.
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As I declined to let the cataclysmic side define my life,
As numerous seasons passed by,
The caliginous state of mind and isolation I have been victimized,
The struggles people never envisage fell on my side,
Forged me to more force and determination to build a new life.
Perspicacious, he tried to change,
Leaving me with guilt for him and my children.
Yet, as time passed by,
It only confirmed my desires.
Fearless, I built myself to escape and aspire to success.
In a life where respect, partnership, complicity never met,
Where I have only been seen as an object.
I say no to the fear, scream, shame
I reject his temper, anger,
His vile language and his mess.
Nevertheless, I thank him for being so controlling about each penny.
He had been hammering me as a nail for over a decade.
Today, filled with anger and rage he sees me only as the bad.
The iceberg allegory perfectly depicts what he only wants to see,
Amnesiac of what is beneath.
His manipulations and hegemony do not weigh on me.
Yet I feel trapped, a hostage gasping for air
I long to inhale,
Filled with peace and smile,
It will infuse my mind and heart.
But no matter how each day comes with its loads of sorrow and fight,
Only time and a challenging path will lead me to the light.
Like a bird, I am now hatching my new “baby”.
And in a few seasons, I will get the salvation
To finally utter the adjectives I had dreamt of,
I will put an end to the word “Oppressed”
To scream, celebrate, embrace the ultimate “Success!”
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CHAZ ZACHARY
FRUSTRATIONS!
I am determined
To scream the loudest,
Exposing America’s foulness,
The Constitution
On which it was founded,
And its racist regimes,
A system which
Disregards the lives of
Black and Latino teens,
Who without the means
To thrive,
Give away to the streets
Their lives
As their only avenue
Of escape
From an impoverished
Existence,
From the desolation
Which they live in,
Which is no escape
At all…
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HAWA OUMAR
THE CITY WHERE ALL DREAMS ARE POSSIBLE
Horns, whistles, the tone of peoples’ voices,
Men singing the blues,
Faces filled with joy
Children, mothers, fathers dancing on the sidewalks,
All connected, almost like they are interlocked.
People of different shades all connected by a dream.
New York City.
Bachata music blasting down Washington Heights,
Streets filled with emerging lights,
Children’s eyes bright like stars,
Buildings high enough to touch the sky.
People of different shades all connected by a dream
New York City.
New York.
A city where roads unfold,
Transpiring stories that went untold.
A city where tears are molded into gold.
A city where no one is imprisoned by their success.
Where no one believes in distress.
New York City.
A city where all shades are connected by one dream.
A city of greatness.
A city of integrity.
A city of dignity.
New York City
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KIM RENEE LLOYD
A BAD WORD TO SAY TO A WOMAN
A bad word to say to a woman is “bitch.” These days, girls and women use it like it’s going out of style! When I was little girl, when we heard this word, a fight was about to happen.
If a man called you “bitch” on the street, he was calling you out of your name.
A friend of mine called me a bitch and so I wrote a poem.
The Bitch
Yes I am a bitch.
What kind of bitch?
I am a beautiful bitch.
I am a pretty bitch.
I am a cute bitch.
I am a smart bitch!
Please do not call me Ms. Bitch. Anyone can be Ms. Bitch. I was trying to put a positive word
in front of the negative word. The word “bitch” is still an ugly word. Maybe the word will fade
away like other bad words have in the past. The next time you want to use the bitch word be
smart: use another word to make your point when you are talking to a woman or to a man.
Men can be bitches too.
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CHRISTOPHER GOH
IT’S ALMOST OVER, NEVER GIVE UP!
As a first generation immigrant to the United States, I would like to achieve my family’s
dream to complete a degree in College. I was born in the US. My parents brought me back to
Malaysia when I was only one year old. And then I grew up there with my parents, two brothers and a little sister. Both of my parents did not have a chance to finish their high school, but
they know the importance of education. Therefore, they always work so hard to try to provide me and my sibling to obtain higher education. However, they couldn’t afford all of us to
continue our college degree in Malaysia.
In 2009, I decided to come to the US to look for opportunities. After many years of
trying and working, I am now an RN student at Hostos Community College. And I am graduating in June 2018. As a nursing student, I am always under stress. So during my nursing
school, I decided to take several elective courses which could help me to switch focus from
all the loaded works from nursing school. In this spring semester, I enrolled in a music course,
which is MUS 102 - Music Theory & Ear Training, besides my last two nursing courses. In this
course, I composed two pieces of music composition. And I named them “Over” and “Never Give Up!” because they reflected my emotion and mood for my last semester of nursing
school. My nursing school’s life will be over in a few more weeks. After 9 years in the States, I
did not give up to try and work to achieve my family’s dream. Finally, I am going to be a Registered Nurse! I would like to share my two compositions.
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ANYELY GARCIA
MY PATH
Cast
ANTONIA: Conservative and loving woman 76 years old stuck in her own ways.
ANGIE : A 23 year old, unapologetic, curious, bold, smart woman from the Bronx.
CAROLINE: A 29 year old, conscious woman, socialist, radical revolutionary.
BABA: A 26 year old Cuban bruja with the spirit of Yemaya.
YAN: A 26 spiritual teacher with Shango features.
The story takes places in Antonia’s apartment in the Bronx, then in Berkeley California.
Open Mic must reflect the beauty and consciousness of every performer in each unique way.
SCENE 1 Antonia’s apartment
ANGIE: ABUELA ABUELA ABUELA AAA!
ANTONIA [ ROLLS EYES] What? Que tu quieres nena?
ANGIE: ABUELA! Can you please open the door? Please please…
ANTONIA What do you want?
ANGIE: I left my keys in my house y se me estan saliendo los miaos.
ANTONIA: Wait estoy leyendo la matutina, ESPERATE UN MOMENTITO…
ANGIE : Abuela por favor my feet hurt, me voy a miar encima
ANTONIA [Opens the door] Did you lose your keys again?
ANGIE: No, I just left them in the house. I told you! No puedo pensar. Espera… Gavin’s father
is pushing my buttons [reading a text message]
ANTONIA: Nena why didn’t you want to marry him? De por dios es tan bello tener un hogar
estable.
ANGIE : Mama! Getting married is all I want… That way I can move to California without having to worry about the stupid court, you know how he is, he’s been wanting to take the baby
away since he was in the belly. Abuela, find me a king as a husband, you know a brother, that
lights me up 24/7. I JUST WANT HIM TO LOSE HIS RIGHTS [chuckles]
ANTONIA : Mija you don’t really wanna do that…. You know que no puedes estar haciendo
locuras asi… Where is your sister, did you pay her school tuition?
ANGIE: I asked them for an extension!
ANTONIA: An extension again? Pero de por dios..Mija, you gotta be responsible. You can’t just
keep asking for extensions like that. They are going to kick her out
ANGIE: Well abuela, I am not the one that gave birth to her, so honestly, I do not have to do
anything for anyone but Gavin you know what I am saying.
ANTONIA :Mija no empieces, you know damn well she is an orphan. No tengo tiempo pa’
hablar lo mismo. A ti hay que estar siempre explicando como hacer las cosas. Adults give
directions and information, you better follow my order or you will be the next statistic. Todo
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lo cuestionas ahora! Antes hacia todo lo que yo te decia sin ningun problema
ANGIE : Listen grandma, I understand that she is my sister and our parents are no longer
here, but I am young too. I want to do explore the power of the unknown
ANTONIA : you want to do what…? Move away and what you don’t even know how to cook
or clean. Cuando te aprendas a limpiar la nalga bien, ahi hablamos….
ANGIE: Shango, Yemaya, Oshun… no abuela!!!
ANTONIA: Huh? What are you saying… vez lo que digo que te paso? porque cambiaste tanto?
ANGIE : [Facing each other] I will need to deconstruct and wash your soul. Not make it purer
or white but to look into your ways and if your ways are resembling what you are not you
need to walk away. Anyways I’ve got accepted.
ANTONIA: They approved your loan?
ANGIE : No mama that is not it.
ANTONIA: Food Stamps? Credit card? Ahy no! dime que es?
ANGIE : It’s about school.
ANTONIA: Hmmm del Hostos ese?
ANGIE: Bueno no, I am only doing my Associates there
ANTONIA: Entonces que?
ANGIE: Nada.
ANTONIA: Anyways is it good?
ANGIE: Well I’ve got accepted to Stanford!
ANTONIA: Oh, Stanford! It sounds fancy, like blue-eyed handsome gringo
ANGIE: Si mama! Mama you know everything that is fancy or beautiful does not have to be
white. Mira me ami, yo soy tremenda negra bella, ambitious, free spirit and successful
ANTONIA: What train takes you there?
ANGIE: No mama no train, un avion, I am opening my wings and flying away
ANTONIA: AngieCarolinaGarciaPeralta!
ANGIE: Si mama it’s six and a half hours away from here but is one of the best schools in the
country for computer science and film production
ANTONIA: Que computa ni computa! what about your son and your sister and me? What
about me? What about me ? Una pobre vieja chochueca
ANGIE: Mama, I hate New York. I hate it, I hate everything about it. The chase of the imaginary, the rat race, grandma I am not happy here! I am leaving as soon as I graduate.
ANTONIA: Mija por favor, que te pasa! You can’t just leave me here, y que va a ser de mi?
Dime.
ANGIE: Abuela my baby is coming with me, but I am not taking Yuliani. I just can’t.
ANTONIA: I am old. I can’t raise her.
ANGIE: GRANDMA, I don’t relate to anyone in New York I don’t have friends nor do I want
any. I was happy, very happy here until I started seeing things differently you know. First I
stopped going out, then I stopped drinking. I stopped watching TV or following the nonsense in the news. I just didn’t want to be brainwashed. I was watching Disney cartoons the
other day and the bizarre activities and habits of the characters are derogatory. I don’t want
Gavin to be educated by the media. The truth is never reflected in their coverage. In order for
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us to consume the garbage fed to us we must be entertained. I created my happiness here
once but my heart belongs in the pure forest of San Francisco.
ANTONIA: And you still can be. You don’t have to go to the other side of the country to be
happy, de por dios mami… entiende sometimes we grow apart but that don’t mean anything! why change if this way has gotten us this far ?
ANGIE: I want to explore the unknown Abuela, por favor entiende que I was born to liberate,
elevate and evolve - not follow the ways that keep you praising someone that keeps you in
the past, poor, and hungry.
ANTONIA: You can explore New York. People come from all over the world to see the city.
Why do you have to be so ungrateful? [Walks away]
ANGIE: Ungrateful? Are you fucking serious! [gets slapped by Antonia] I have given you and
my sister my soul, my energy. I AM DONE. I want to be free. I want to wake up and smell the
pure air, not the disgusting subway that is always smelling like piss. It is gross.
ANTONIA: Mija uno no sabe lo que tiene hasta que lo pierdes! [Sits Down]
ANGIE: Ya está decidido Abuela. I am telling you, not asking you! I am exiting the white nest
full of broken glass, the sharp edges are suffocating me. I CAN’T BREATHE! [Holds her neck
tight] End of scene
SCENE 2 Next day Early in the morning Angie is in bed checking her phone.
ANTONIA: Good Morning mami! Te hice tu desayuno favorito. Is on the table with a napkin
on top of it.
ANGIE: MANGU.. Hmmm I love you abuela
ANTONIA: I love you too mama. Who is going to make you that in CA-LI-FOR-NI-A?
ANGIE: Abuela it is too early, I have classes in 30 minutes.
ANTONIA: A’ que horas vienes?
ANGIE: 10:30.
ANTONIA: Why so late?
ANGIE: I like school… well I enjoy picking smart people’s brain and evolve into what I have
not yet become.
ANTONIA: I know you do, you’ve always been an exceptional student, a fighter, but a straight
A scholar, ese Hostos has changed you. You don’t go to church anymore, you call white people racist and you don’t spend time with me anymore y ahora dique que you leaving to a
state that you don’t even know
ANGIE: Abuela please understand, I have been a mom, a dad, a sister, a friend a caregiver to
my sister and you but I am drained. I do not want to grow old and died with no purpose, I’M
NOT FOLLOWING THE SAME PATTERN… I DESIGN MY OWN PATH
ANTONIA: MIJA, no me dejes sola, you are the only one that is there for us.
ANGIE: I am late am late…. Bye Abuela
ANTONIA: Noo. but first pay my phone and cable… Completame lo que me falta
ANGIE: Ahy dios mio, but I am not even working full time. Tell papi que mucho que come la
comida que no compra and gives you no rent money.
ANTONIA: When do you start Stanford?
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ANGIE: In the fall.
ANTONIA: What if I move in with you? You, your sister and your son?
ANGIE DON’T BE SILLY…the whole point of studying out of state is to not be around anything familiar.
ANTONIA: Give me a kiss.
[ANGIE KISSES ANTONIA ON THE CHEEK AND LEAVES] End of scene
SCENE 3 [ THREE MONTHS LATER]
ANGIE: ABUELA, ABUELA! Today is a very special day!
ANTONIA: Hmmmm oh si?
ANGIE: YES ABUELA, can you guess ?
ANTONIA: Is it your birthday? I hate when you speak in innuendos! I have to finish this chapter
[reading a bible]
ANGIE: [takes a piece of paper out her book] No! today is the day!!!
ANTONIA: Esperate let me put my glasses on.
ANGIE: I am going to miss you I really…
ANTONIA: Is about time, the time went by so fast.
ANGIE: I am coming back during the winter break.
ANTONIA: Mija I have to admit I am really proud of you…you stood up to me, that was very
brave of you. You know when I was your age, I was the best ballet dancer in New York.
ANGIE: Oh grandma I had no idea!
ANTONIA: Yes as you kids say these days “I was killing it,” but I did not pursue it because your
grandfather didn’t want me to show off my legs and I never stood up for myself. Yo no tenia
los cojones que tu tienes. Don’t let anyone or anything come in the way of your dreams not
even your inner circle.
ANGIE: Te amo mama.
ANTONIA: I love you more.
ANGIE: Make sure your phone is not on silent. I want to facetime you before I board on the
airplane.
ANTONIA: Safe trip mami, do not forget what I said. Get everything they said you could not.
ANGIE: I will make you proud mama.
ANTONIA: No! Make yourself proud [kisses her on the forehead] End of scene
Scene 4 Berkeley California
ANGIE: [Enters a fast food restaurant]
CAROLINE: Good Afternoon, I am Caroline I will be taking your order today, do you know
what are you having? or do you need more time?
ANGIE: Carolina is my middle name, I wish it was my first though…
CAROLINE: It is a beautiful name. My mother said it meant free man but I ain’t no man nor
possess balls so I gave it a new definition
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ANGIE : How do you just define something that has already been defined? It had a meaning
before you were even born?
CAROLINE: True but what is not true to me is not true at all. My mother’s definition of beauty
is not mine, If I ever show up to her house with my hair like this she will force me to wear one
of her wigs.
ANGIE: Wigs are so exotic and beautiful, you can be a different person every time you wear
one.
CAROLINE: That is exactly the problem, I love me and my hair and skin, eyes every inch of me,
the softness of my ebony skin. I do not want to be someone else. I do not need to press my
hair, so others can feel comfortable in the room.
ANGIE: I am so sorry, I do not want you to get in trouble with your boss. I am taking most of
your time.
CAROLINE: Girl this is my job. In and Out is not just about serving but enlightening our customers and besides, this is Berkeley! you cannot just fire someone like that, girl! You must be
from a fast city.
ANGIE: I am from the city of apples [Picks up an apple from the counter]
CAROLINE: You mean the city of wanna be liberals. SHIIIIT [Chuckles]
ANGIE: I think I’m going to eat somewhere else, thank you very much [attempts to walk out]
CAROLINE: A man is like a cat; chase him and he will run. Sit still and ignore him and he will
come purring at your feet
ANGIE: The things I used to trip on I walk over now.
CAROLINE: Stubborn but smart, really smart. I can sense your aura is innocent and pure but
intellectually evolved. What brings you to the radical state?
ANGIE: I have got accepted into Stanford with a full ride scholarship.
CAROLINE: I just transferred into Stanford last semester, I am still waiting for my roommate
from New York [search for an email on her phone] her name is AN-Y-E-LY
ANGIE: That is my government name!
CAROLINE: Garcia? You are kidding right….?
ANGIE: [pulls out her driver’s license] No… I hate when people mispronounce it, when people tries is like destroying the roots and meaning of my precious name.
CAROLINE: Then make them do it right, do not just conform by what they can give you, do
not beg or ask, YOU make them say it the right way!
ANGIE: I think it’s rude to insist on having people pronounce your name right, honestly if
they are making a sincere effort to try and say your name right I just appreciate their efforts
CAROLINE: Yeah ok… next time you go to the mall call a white girl Shaniqua and see what
happens.
ANGIE: Huh…. girl I hate when people use the race card. I’m out!
CAROLINE: Don’t lock the door. I lost my keys during a rally in downtown.
ANGIE: What is this girl into? [opens a book and reads this quote aloud]
“The liberation of people of color from this ongoing annihilation depends on asking the
right questions. In my view, two precede and underlie all others. First, what is the fundamental force that sustains white supremacy? Second, how can the oppressed neutralize it and
harness emancipatory power? By emancipatory power, I have in mind something similar to
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what Leonard Barrett calls soul-force, that “power of the Black man that turns sorrow into
joy, crying into laughter, defeat into victory.” My hypothesis is that the fundamental force of
oppression is fission and that the fundamental force of liberation is fusion. Fission may be
broadly defined as any process which generates power by dividing and splitting that which
was whole into fragments. The atomic bomb, for example, generates a massive explosion by
bombarding and splitting the nuclei of uranium atoms.”
[Nods her head, takes off her shoes and watches herself in the mirror for a minute then pulls
her hair several times] Este pelo malo. I will fry every inch of it with, every fiber of my brown
hair will vanish, the silky thin straight hair will make me just perfect for the interview.
CAROLINE [Knocks on the door] Angie Angie!!!
ANGIE: One sec.. I have to kill this one. I am sick of this. If it wasn’t for my father I wouldn’t
have this disgusting hair. [ holding one three fibers of hair]
CAROLINE: Girl what are you doing…
ANGIE: My DNA is stained [Sits down and closes her legs] because mami couldn’t keep her
legs closed! At least Gavin have good hair…
CAROLINE: Are you really listening to yourself? Insecurity is what your oppressor needs to
control you, you have been reduced to the lowest level of servitude, where your obsession
with features of white people is dismantling your soul. You have too much light in your eyes
to be a zombie. You are not meant to serve a man like that. Have you read “The Bull Romanus
Pontifex”?
ANGIE: Huh? Nooo… what’s that?
CAROLINE: It is an original document from the 15th century that describes the Church as the
biggest mobster of all times. Think about it this way: the Church is the biggest drug dealer
and their servants need their daily fix.
ANGIE: So they stripped us of everything, and we kept their bible?” that does not sound like a
trade to me.
CAROLINE: You need to see what I see. You are a slave to that hair. The west is the same reason you are in complete disconnect from your home. The centuries of pain and rape is within
you, your beliefs wouldn’t be yours if it wasn’t for the over dosages of values and norms you
were forced to follow. “A lie told often times becomes a truth.” Enough nerdiness, do you
wanna go to an open mic!
ANGIE: Yeah let me just put some heels on.
CAROLINE: OHHH NOOO girl you have to change.
ANGIE: What should I wear? I think look fineeee…
CAROLINE : Girl I don’t care what you think, you better look like a strong black woman or you
aint coming.
ANGIE: What chu mean? I am strong!
CAROLINE: Show me, come over here, let me wrap those beautiful curls. Open Mic is structure by strong conscious performers
[Angie becomes Enlightened… and sits on the floor with no shoes on]
SCENE 5 At the Open Mic
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YAN : Your Royal Blood belongs in Wakanda. It is not to be in contact with the dead or the
negative one [Comes to the stage and helps Angie get off the floor]
BABA: Your Royal Blood belongs in Wakanda is not to be in contact with the dead or the negative one. Psss… You felt that?
ANGIE: I sensed the light in and out of me… It was like diving into the core of the earth and
getting up on Mars.
BABA: Don’t go that far sister, it’s here.. your light, the vibration of your soul wanted us here.
Wanted them here. This place has been closed for decades by the negative ones, I seen you
in my visions… You’re the Messiah, My queen we’ve been waiting for you
YAN: The music of your soul inspires people to unravel their talents and let the real ones multiply, let the ones evolve and fly [Baba and Yan kneel down on the floor]
ANGIE: Why are you…?
BABA: I can identify greatness when I hear it… I felt you from miles away and I am sure you
felt me.
YAN: Your Visions, your dreams are clearer now! why contain and adapt to the superficial that
brings you no Joy? Holding some politicians’ tail, allowing the imitator into your space and
insisting in calling him friend? That is not who you are.
ANGIE: I feel like this is not our first encounter.
BABA: I am your spirit from birth, you are destined to demolish the COLONIZERS AND NEGATIVE ONES. No colonizers will ever write the narrative of your people, not again
ANGIE: Is my destiny to liberate people’s mind through my plays? MY PEOPLE ARE ZOMBIES,
their disconnect with their roots condemn them from becoming one. They are loyal to their
white Jesus, they hate their skin and hair. You are asking me to swim against the river.
YAN: You are the chosen, we are just the gatekeepers.
BABA: My job is to protect you in your journey. Your people are enslaved by language, entertainment, education, socially, & mentally through religions. Where do you think Marvel movies are from?
ANGIE: My people?
CAROLINE: Every superhero is the creation of the black heroes. X-man, Black Panther, “Liberate people’s minds by any means necessary” does that sound familiar?
ANGIE: My people are too busy praising and imitating the same people that oppress them,
every day they die a little more… they accept everything that is set on their table, they just
eat not thinking about the puss in their milk. You know my Chemistry Manual is from 1997.
CAROLINE: Wooson explained that “when you control a man’s thinking you do not have to
worry about his actions. You do not have to tell him not to stand here or go yonder. He will
find his ‘proper place’ and will stay in it. You do not need to send him to the back door. He will
go without being told. In fact, if there is no back door, he will cut one for special benefit”. He
will be under remote control.
ANGIE: I am in tune with maat and Ra. I’ve been one with her, him, it, they since April 15.
YAN: The universe is listening. Command your reality. You already done it. Remember to submit to the truth, you need to prove your womanhood to your priest but not the priest that
does the work on the outside and forces you to convert, but the kind of priest that elevates
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you and wants you to meet your destiny.
ANGIE: I am lonely. I proved myself over and over again. My body cannot create the level of
oxygen I need, my own people sabotage my success. The minute I illuminate the room my
“best friend” plans to ugly my name and bring the traumas of my life, my sorrow, my pain.
BABA: You are the one, the chosen, you are the QUEEN and we all depend on you and you
still shine. The difference between you and him is that he needs you to survive. You don’t, he
is not worthy of your light nor your powerful energy, he is literally dying because you left him
high and dried.
YAN: Lift up your head you are the one, start acting like it, don’t you realized your awakening
is only the beginning, calculating the moves with precision is your first homework, if you
walk away from your destiny, how can that make you one? You need to rebuild your people
and inspire him to become one to be liberated from their owner, they need to claim their
culture and their true ways not the ways that were imposed by the thieves.
ALL ACTORS Cross arms and Caroline circles them with a traditional chant as a form of respect.
END
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GUILLERMO DE OLMO
THE TOWN OF THE SEA
At dusk, a lone man throws his fishing net out into the Caribbean Sea. As he sits in the
small wooden boat, in the midst of the vast ocean, he looks far into the horizon. A white figure, far away, stands on the moving water. It seems to be looking up at the full moon. A mirage, the fisherman concludes. He stares down at the sea where he threw the trap; the tides
cause the boat to swing. The anxious man holds on tight to the float line, attached to a small
plastic float on the fishing net. He sees his reflection in the bottomless dark water, and then
another one. A tall white shadow appears to be near the boat. He lifts his head, looks into its
hollow eyes, and lets out a loud growling scream into the night.
During the early morning, a god-fearing townman walks from the front gardens of the
Church, and towards its entrance. He genuflects, and does the sign of a cross on himself. Inside, he walks past the empty nave, and kneels down next to an old nun. The nun, staring up
at Christ on the cross, is finishing up her prayer. She looks at the man, whose stare is distracting. The man says, “Forgive me Mother Superior, but can I borrow a second of your time?”
“Sure Manolo and you don’t have to call me that.” She stands, grabs him by the hand, and
they walk down the aisle. The nun notices as they walk that the man is shaking, so she asks
him, “What’s wrong?”
“Rosa, by now I assume you’ve heard about the missing fisherman?” There is a small
period of silence, and then she says, “I have.” The man looks lost in thought, as he begins to
recollect.
“Well, I was working at the lighthouse yesterday evening, and as it was getting dark,
I noticed there weren’t any boats making their way back to town. I took out my binoculars,
looked out to sea, and out there in the far waters I saw her, Elupina.” Mother superior grips
the man’s hand, and looks him in the eyes, she says, “Son, that, that isn’t possible.”
“But Mother, I tell you I saw her, same as I see you right now. When I began to make
out who it was, I froze with fright, the glass on my binoculars shattered, and a cold sweat ran
down my spine.”
The fright of Manolo, the lighthouse engineer, doesn’t convince Mother Superior of
anything abnormal going on in her town. As the days pass, the town of Sabana de La Mar
grows wary, as fisherman go out to sea and never return.
A month passes—a couple kisses and teases each other under the full moon. The
ocean’s tides slowly creep closer to them, as they caress each other on top of the sand. The
young man who is on top of the girl and whose back is towards the ocean, takes off the
girl’s nun’s veil, and lets out her beautiful dark hair. Before they become further intimate, the
young nun holds him close, and whispers, “I can’t keep doing this Ismael, I took vows.” He
sighs and says, “I know Perla but…” As he begins to try and convince her, she stares out to the
ocean, to distract herself from what he is saying.
Ismael continues to speak, but suddenly she can’t hear him. The sound of the waves
and the winds go mute, the waves become slower in motion. She is startled by a white figure
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slowly moving towards them in the distant ocean. She wants to speak but nothing comes
out, tears begin to fall down her cheekbones, as she makes out the figure. A tall, pale-skinned
woman, in all white nun garments. The woman’s eyes are empty and her lips are dark. The
ghostly nun, reaches into her gown, pulls out her heart, and holds it forward for the young
nun to see. The young nun breaks the silent spell with a loud scream, the woman sinks into
the ocean, and the young man looks at the girl confused. She pushes him off her, and runs
away from the shore. In her sprint, she falls over and lands on a cold soggy body. She pushes
up her arms from the corpse, and looks in its lifeless eyes. She screams again, and runs back
to the young man. They look at the body for a while; it has a scar in the shape of a cross on its
forehead. Ismael says, “I recognize this man; he went out to sea a couple of months ago, on a
fishing trip.”
Early the next morning, word spreads around town about the fisherman’s dead body that
washed up at shore with a peculiar scar. Perla goes to speak to Mother Superior about the
things she witnessed the night before by the shore, while she was, “praying.” Mother Superior
becomes suspicious, but hesitates to take action. The first week of July passes, and more fishermen appear dead on the shore with similar scars. The tide rises every day, and the ocean
waters are creeping into the town. On a given Sunday, after the preacher is done giving his
sermon, Mother Superior addresses the town. She tells them of her council meeting with officials of the Catholic Church, and how a man is coming to town to try and solve the problems
they are facing.
A dark-skinned man sits in an empty office. He looks around at picture portraits of the
Virgin Mary, Jesus Christ, and the Last Supper. Its mid-day and he knows it is the custom in
the Dominican Republic that lunch is eaten at this hour. He takes out a flask, and takes a sip
out of it. Mother Superior walks into the office and before greeting him, orders him to put
it away. He does, a bit annoyed, and says, “I’ve heard of the saintly charm of Catholic nuns, I
finally have an opportunity to see if the rumors are true.”
The old nun reaches out for a hand shake, and says, “Mister Luca, welcome.”
The man looks up at her, shakes her hand, and says, “Thank you…Mother Superior?” She
walks to her desk patiently before answering, sits and says, “Yes, but please call me Rosa, Rosa
Espino. Now Mr. Luca, you don’t strike me as a Catholic man, why did the Church send you?”
“Well mother, I’m not, but I am experienced in this kind of phenomena. Now please,
tell me a little about the thing that’s haunting this town.”
“I actually haven’t witnessed her do anything.”
Mr. Luca takes out a small note pad, and pen before saying, “Her?”
“Yes, she’s only been seen far into the sea, and a young nun claims to have seen her
while she was by the shore. The only things I have seen are the dead bodies of fishermen.
And the sea, it’s coming into town, no heavy rain or winds, it’s just creeping past the beach
into people’s houses. None of this makes any sense!”
“Does anybody recognize it? Any similar accounts made by those who’ve seen her?”
“Well, the ones who’ve seen her, and lived to speak about it, say it’s the late Elupina
Cordero.”
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“What do you know about Elupina?”
The old nun takes off her glasses, sighs and says, “I actually knew her very well. She was
born and raised in this town. We took our vows the same year, 1927. I did everything for her.
You see, Elupina became blind at a very young age, and needed support. But her sense of
duty was strong, and she had a gift. She could heal. If it weren’t because she dedicated her
life to God, and became a nun as a girl, the townsfolk would have assumed her gifts were hell
and not heaven sent. People with terminal illnesses who had exhausted all other resources
would go see her. And she would cure them with herbs she grew in her garden. The town admired her, and she became Mother Superior. During her time in that position, she performed
a miracle. A tsunami was predicted to hit town, one of massive proportion. The town’s people
were ordered to evacuate. However, she told her underlings to build a stone cross in front
of the shore; she said it would protect town from the ocean. People believed in her so much
that they stayed. When the day came, the people saw a huge wave in the distance, roaring
towards town, and somehow, before it reached land, it sunk into the ocean. She was regarded as a saint ever since that day. However, six years ago she disappeared. No one knows how
or where she went. But last year, she was declared dead.”
After listening to Mother Superior’s account of the late Elupina Cordero, Mr. Luca goes
into town to investigate. He tries to get the missing information, but everyone seems to be
abandoning the town. Some ask for money in order to give the paranormal investigator
information, but he knows they’re just after cash. He runs into a young fisherman, Ismael,
who has some interesting insight. Ismael claims he heard rumors, around town, that the once
saintly nun was murdered, and her body disposed of at sea. A fisherman was found hung in
his house, days after Elupina had gone missing, and he left a note behind. The police denied
any existence of a note. Ismael’s dad had found the body, and told his mom about seeing it.
However the police got there before he could read it. Ismael also told Mr. Luca of his mom’s
situation, how when his dad died, she had suffered mental health issues, and the town thinks
she’s crazy.
The young fisherman seemed to be getting ready to leave town as Mr. Luca continued
the conversation with him. “I have to leave town before it goes under,” Ismael says. “I’m just
waiting for my girl to come around, although I have no idea what I’m to do as far as providing
for her and my mom when we settle elsewhere.” Mr. Luca offers him a large sum of money,
but only if he can help him find the note, and take him out to sea. Ismael hesitates, but when
the investigator shows him the money he agrees. They go to the town’s church, but nobody
there knows anything, and the small police force has left town. They speak to a relative of the
hung fisherman; she claims his suicide came out of nowhere, but doesn’t say anything about
a note. Finally, Mr. Luca decides to count his losses, and go out to sea. Ismael asks, “Why in
hell should I take you out to sea? That money’s no good if I die.” Mr. Luca takes a gulp from his
flask, and says, “I know, its risky business. The only reason I’m asking you to come is because
I’m no sea man. But this isn’t my first rodeo. That nun has some unfinished business with this
town. And since we didn’t find the note, and no one in town seems to know anything, we
have to go into the lions’ den, or this town will be under sea level pretty soon.”
Ismael doesn’t seem convinced, but as his resolve waivers, Mother Superior walks behind
them. “Mr. Luca, I’d like to go with you, out to sea I mean.” Both men look at the old nun with
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a confused gaze. Mr. Luca says, “Mother I can’t guarantee your safety if you come.”
Ismael looks at the investigator and says, “Oh but you can guarantee mine, how’s that
work?” Mr. Luca sighs and is about to respond, when Mother Superior interrupts. “Don’t worry about my wellbeing. I’m an old nun. I gave my life away to a greater cause a long time ago.
Besides, I want to see if it’s really her causing all this chaos.” After Mother Superior’s words,
they set out to sea in a large rowing boat. The two men row out far into the sea, as Mother
Superior stands in front of the boat wearing the only life jacket aboard.
The waters are tranquil as the day turns to night. The two men become tired of rowing,
and decide they’ve come far enough. The boat lies slowly rocking in the ocean. Mother Superior looks back at them suddenly shivering and asks, “Mr. Luca, what do you plan to do if
she appears?” Mr. Luca looks at the nun, and before answering recognizes a familiar freezing
breeze, uncommon in the Caribbean. Underneath, the water turns white in a circle around
the boat. Ismael notices this, and says, “Speak of the devil.” Mr. Luca looks at the water and
directs Ismael to swiftly row away from it. They begin to row and Mother Superior stumbles
and falls in the water. The white space of water, levitates, and begins to take shape. Ismael
stops rowing, and jumps in the ocean after the nun.
Mr. Luca sees this and in a panic voice yells, “Elupina! State you purpose, why do you
haunt these oceans?” Ismael swims towards the old nun, floating in the ocean with her large
life jacket on. He reaches her, but when he grabs her he notices a tall white figure standing
now above them, its skin pale as a corpse. It has no eyeballs, and wears an all-white cloak. Its
head faces the boat. Ismael, with the shivering nun, steadily makes his way back to the boat.
While the ghost stands there in silence. Mr. Luca notices that he has its attention, and continues to speak, and, more calmly, says, “Elupina, how can I help you?” Ismael and Mother Superior make their way back to the boat, and Mr. Luca helps the nun onboard.
In a low tone says the ghost, “I don’t know.”
Mother Superior’s eyes widen as she hears the ghost’s recognizable voice. Ismael gets
on board the boat next, and Mr. Luca says to the dead nun, “How did you die?” The ghostly
nun’s dark mouth widens, and she lets out a screeching scream that disturbs the ocean. The
waves begin to rise; the night gets colder and colder, as the three begin to fear for their lives.
A sharp piece of ice from the ocean, rips through the wooden row boat and pierces Ismael.
The boat separates into two pieces: on one piece Mr. Luca, and on the other Mother Superior.
In the middle hangs Ismael’s corpse on the sharp piece of ice. Mother Superior hangs on for
dear life, in her piece of the boat. She reaches in her jacket and pulls out a note.
Shivering, she opens it and begins to read it out loud from it, “I’m so ashamed of what
I have done, Lord knows I’ve been a poor fisherman all my life, and to provide for my family I’ve sacrificed countless hours out at sea. So when I was offered the money, I thought it a
large enough sum to commit the most unforgivable of sins. Yes, I killed her, but I did it for my
family. The guilt keeps me up at night. I made it as quick and painless as possible. But when I
took her corpse out to sea, her blind eyes pierced my soul the whole voyage. So forgive me,
I leave all I’ve saved to my family, but I can’t go on living.” The old nun throws the note into
the wind, and scrawny white devilish hands grab it. Elupina becomes angry and so does the
ocean. Mother Superior is able to stand on her piece of the boat. She yells, in a frightened
tone, “Elupina! It was me. I paid this fisherman; I wanted your position, and the admiration
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that came with it! Kill me and leave this town alone.”
Mr. Luca yells from a far, “Mother! Stop.” The ghostly nun hovers closer to the confessed
woman. She pulls out her hand, in the direction of Mother Superior. The fragile old nun is
pulled towards the ghost. As Elupina holds on to Mother Superior by the throat, the sea
calms. Mr. Luca observes, hanging on to his small piece of the boat. The two nuns stare at
each other, one quiet and lifeless, the other frightened and alive. The ghost of Elupina Cordero sinks into the sea, taking with her Mother Superior. Ismael’s body falls from the melting
piece of ice, and Mr. Luca submerges into the water to recover it.
The next day Mr. Luca washes up at shore, with Ismael’s body. The young nun, Perla, is
the first one to spot them. Mr. Luca awakes days later, and is told that the sea is no longer a
danger to the town, the tides are low. He’s asked by town’s folk, to give an account of what
happened out at sea. He states, that Mother Rosa Espino made the ultimate sacrifice, for the
sake of the town. Along with the young nun, Mr. Luca goes to break the news of her son’s
death to Ismael’s mother. As a form of consolidation, he gives her the money he promised
the young fisherman before he died. Before leaving town, Mr. Luca looks out to sea, towards
the horizon.
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TAIJHA-GAE THOMPSON
A HARD LIFE’S NIGHT
… takes you on a journey through the last moments of the life of a drug addict where
he reflected on his life and what led him to abuse drugs.
You know that feeling you get when you wake up at 3 am and you start to remember all
the things you were trying to forget? You remember that you’ve lost control of life and then
suddenly you become overwhelmed with memories and you can’t take the pain anymore, it
becomes unbearable? It isn’t the first time though and it won’t be the last because at 3 in the
morning things come undone.
I’ve learned to cope with the pain though and the fun part is that my methods come
in all sort of colors. I’ve got white heaven, crimson red river, I’ve even got green happiness
and liquid fire. The tricky part comes in deciding the method of the day, I’ve never tried all of
them at once maybe that’s what I’ll do today.
Staggering out of bed drenched in sweat, I could feel a slight pounding in my head.
Memories came rushing to my head as if they had settled gracefully in my blood then stirred
with my sudden movement. I fell to my knees as an agonizing pain erupted throughout my
body at the memories. She left me and she took my kid, she took everything from me, but I
couldn’t blame her, it wasn’t her doing. He did it, he destroyed me long before anyone else
could, he made me this way, living life in a blur but not really living. He was the one who did
this, he took away my mom, my childhood, my innocence, my joy, my humanity now all I’m
able to do is light up to make the pain go away.
He’s dead now though, the old bastard bet and drank his way into his grave. He did us
both a favor, putting us both out of our misery, him more than me, because even now, ten
years after, he still haunts me. Even now as I gaze at myself through the body length mirror
in front of me on an opposing wall I can see myself kneeling solemnly on the floor beside my
bed and the person looking back at me was a lost boy. On my exposed arms, I could see the
intricate designs of my tattoos that made my second skin. To others, it was just that, a tattoo
sleeve but I knew what it covers. I can still remember to this day, the multiple bruises I sustained from the man I called Dad. Abused since the death of my mom at age 11 to the death
of my dad at age 19, the scars ran deeper than just the skin.
Staggering to my world of happiness, my kitchen, I opened my top cabinet. “Why?” you
may ask me. “For release from this pain, from this anger.” Anger at myself, anger at my wife,
anger at my 4-year-old and my unborn child, anger at my mom for leaving me, and anger at
my dad for abusing me physically, mentally and emotionally.
There, sitting on my top shelf are the colors of my rainbow. My bourbon sits oblivious
to my internal catastrophe alongside the multiple bags of crystal meth I used the last of my
money to purchase. I opt for both tonight and stretch my almost seven-foot self to reach it,
my happiness that is. Once again staggering like an old man on crutches I reach the kitchen
sink overrun with dirty dishes. It sits patiently under my kitchen window which looks out on
miles of nothingness, nothing but trees and loneliness.
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In that window pane, you see is my favorite herb, I’ve never really been one for mother
nature because she created me but cheers to her for this wonderful creation, my marijuana,
my weed. Picking a couple dried leaves I proceeded with the cleanest dirty glass I could find
and with my bourbon and meth in one hand I find myself at my table pouring my bourbon
in my glass. I like it raw because I love the burn and after gulping down six glasses I feel the
ache in my chest start to descend. Pulling a random wrapper from my stack on my table I roll
it up and spread out my meth. Drastic times call for drastic measures so in my kitchen I draw
my happiness up my nostrils until I feel my nose twitch.
The twitch doesn’t bother me much as I prepare my heroin for injection though. I’m
unable to feel the tightness of the band around my upper arm even though I just tied it
there; nor can I feel the needle as it pierces my skin. I’ve gotten used to the feeling of pain.
I can feel a slight buzz coming on now, and my heart starts to race, my head starts to spin
and in that moment I realize that this is how I like to be, drugged up to forget the past. In my
fuzzy state, I absent-mindedly build my blunt of marijuana and light up. I feel the rush but I’m
too tired to move. Tired of all life’s crap.
I’m messed up pretty bad, nobody wants me, nobody ever wanted me, nobody will
ever want me. Daisy left me saying that I’m beyond the point of return, I can’t be fixed.
The doctor says I have lung cancer, my heart is weak and both my kidneys are failing. Drugs
do this to you, it takes you so high that you can’t even feel yourself anymore and you feel
almost…
Happy. Then it drops you a million feet into a deep dark pit and then, reality hits you.
And even now in my drugged up state, I can feel the little grasp I have on life slipping, I can
feel my heart rate slow done, exhaustion.
I’ve gone through many things in my life but now I realize that I will never be truly
alone, my demons will always be with me, haunting me, jeering at me. I’ve learned that some
lessons in life are best learned through pain, that steps climb mountai…
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CHRISTIAN ARAVENA
ANGELS
The day had finally come, like the last tear of water that hit the ground telling the trees
the new season arrived, but this time, this one will last forever. The sky turned red, making
the stars melt with pain and unconditional hope. I was tired. My wings don’t respond to my
call, while my head was spinning trying to find my faith which I think I am losing. My breath
was deeper and deeper. After I lost my left eye in the battle, there was just fire and darkness
in the sky, melting each other like when apologies and mistakes get together at the same
time. in the dark clouds of hope, producing the acid rain that penetrate the sunburned back
of every angel that forgets their faith, extracting their left eyes without mercy.
I fell from the sky on my right leg, breaking it in many pieces, while my shoulders dislocated like my faith, dissolving in the red rain of pain, flesh and disappointment. My body
was full of blood, like I just born coming out of my mother’s cavity finding out my next step
without knowledge, without sense of direction. The blood was becoming very heavy, due of
my doubt of battle and because probably I can’t be able to heard that melody again, the one
that calms my heart. I know they were behind me, so I just have couple seconds to get up
and fly to the green fresh forest where everybody was waiting for me. And finally, the fog will
cover my body calming down my pain, crystalizing the blood and returning my empty eye,
the one i use to listen music.
I was exhausted; my legs didn’t respond and my wings were breaking in pieces, like the
humans describe the pain of death. I feel the warm thick blood start to cover every piece
of my body and my face. until the first tears arrive on my hands … I noticed my blood was
green… not red anymore. This blood was green like a robust crystalline olive oil, green like
a fresh mint that grows in the spring. While i heard when the first note of that melody, that
one that one day i was dreaming of, I don’t know why I said that, because angels we don’t
dream, or probably we are not allowed to. I finally arrive at the forest, the fog started to alleviate the pain in my wings and my legs, making me comfortable, while that melody become
more and more familiar but i start thinking like human and i lose track, because angels we
don’t look for memories we just empty them, like heaven does with the sinners. I arrive at the
place where the others were waiting for me, but I can’t see any of them only green plants, robust trees and the fog, the one that dances all over the forest like its celebrating something,
something that still I can’t understand.
I got so distracted with the beauty of my surrounding and the change of my blood that
I forgot about the ones they were chasing me. When I open my eyes, they were two steps
away, full of anger and thirsty to conquer. They get closer and closer until they reach me, and
I scream Go away go away! But they keep moving forward, like I was invisible; like they never saw me. Why can’t they see me? I was breathing so loud with my tiredness and full of this
very clear and green blood that nobody could ignore me. It was weird but it happened. I was
just looking at them moving farther and farther away from me, almost evaporating in the
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mountains like I was using my hands to make them smaller and smaller until they disappear
like angels do when we do magic for the kids.
It was quiet, like someone stopped the rotation of the earth for one second, days or
even years, I don’t know. It was a pure silence. No birds, no trees, no hearts beating trying to
create words. I can just hear the crispy noise of the slow deep sound of the tall wood clock
that my grandmother had in her living room, a very tall one. Ticktock ... ticktock... ticktock,
over and over until my brother and I fell asleep for hours, months or even years. Until we
wake with the melody that my grandmother creates when she kisses the guitar.
Now I feel calm and I am waiting for the next sunrise to spread my wings and fly, and
fly away where I belong. I realize I can fly without spreading them out, just enjoying every
day how the sun covers my pupils with joy and how the moon could calm every night my
anxiety of love. The one I lost in the battle - my eyes. The night arrives fast, like the sun pushes the moon away trying to hide a secret not to be revealed, the one that we always hide because it can damage others. The night is blue like clouds in heaven and there are thousands
of fireflies around like stars in the universe.
Now I can see you through that melody. I can hug your thoughts of agony when you
are far away from me and dissolve them in my hands, like angels do to alleviate the pain humans have after a loss. And I can kiss your hands, like the water that runs through the rocks
until it’s converted to sand purifying that melody, the one I heard from you. The one you sing
every time you kiss my forehead, every time you hold my cold hands, every time my heart
wants to stop. Until I give you my last breath, my last kiss, my last tear of green blood that’s
left in my brain. The one that you can add to your melody when you will touch the guitar,
again and again until my fever goes down and I’m able to join you there. Very deep. That
secret place in that forest.
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JANETTZA DE JESUS
WHO AM I BUT ANOTHER PARASITE
Sometimes I get lost in my thoughts
Wondering why are people selfish and not selfless?
Why, when someone needs help
Do people turn their backs?
And then you are left alone in the darkness
Pitch black.
With nowhere to go but your mind.
All alone inside.
I guess they are just human
I guess I am human.
I wish I was a bird flying away from this world,
Or an alien in another civilization
Alienated from all this misfortune
That these living parasites bring
When they consume everything in sight.
But I can’t get them out of my sight.
They are everywhere Outside on the streets
Inside in your sheets.
So, I stay inside
Isolated from what’s out there
Because if I’m out there then I feel
Like I’m nowhere.
All alone while everything moves at such a fast pace
So fast that I can’t even see their face
Can’t even think straight.
So, I’d rather wait
Inside my home where I am safe
And alone in my mind
With time and silence
Succumbing to my own darkness.
For I’d rather be here
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Than out there
I’d rather be alone
Than with those who bring you down
I’d rather be content
Than be with those who make you frown
I’d rather be in a world
Where if you can’t say something nice then don’t say anything at all.
I’d rather be alone
Than get pushed down and fall
Into an abyss of lies, fake smiles and goodbyes.
For who am I but just another parasite like them
Just wanting to break away from the same routine
But instead I hide until I feel like it’s safe again
So, I hide and hide…
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COREY RICHARDS
LOOK ON THE LIFE WE LIVING
Ghetto road ruff
Weh yuh si yo doh otta
Bread but nu butter
Youth’s lie dung in cold gutter
Money man a go fah
Cuz my mommy naa suffa
Anotha funeral, anotha 9 night
Y dem a critise mi life
A nuff ghetto youth mi see rise and mek it
Only criminals dem highlight
Nuff time death coulda reach mi
Lucky ting Jah Jah deh close
Wuk until u reach 50
Youth still cah buy a house
Only one out of a million mek it
And dats di truth
Mi life isn’t sugar n wata
Mi not like u
Mi affi fight fi survive
Wat else mi can do
Yuh wonda y we nuh smile
A cuz life nuh cute
Yuh pass wi everyday
Call wi criminals
Yuh nuh provide nuh jobs fi we
Society just doh give a danm,
Weda we live or die life a just a scam
Sen di pickney dem go sleep early
Cuz wi nu ave nu food fi nyam.
Likkle youth u si how much tears u mada eyes run
Look pon r ask r if life fun
Yuh nuh ave nth ina life u can’t help r
Yuh still a pree fi rise gun
Betta you look a wuk n elevate yo self
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Cum off di corner wen night cum
But still wi survive
Wi carry di pains n burdens thru
It only made us stronga
If yuh neva kno di key to life
Is to stay alive.
We seh fi wi prayer every night
Begging jah jah nu fi let wi go
But to guide n protect wi
Just like di bible show us.
Translation
Ghetto road rough
What you see you don’t order
Bread but no butter
Youth lay down in the cold gutter
Money man going
Because my mommy won’t suffer
Another funeral, another nine night
Why they criticising my life
A lot of ghetto youth
I see rise and make it
Only criminals they highlight
Most of the time death could have reached me
It’s a Lucky thing god is close.
Work until you reach fifty
Youth still can’t buy a house
Only one out of a million make it
And that’s the truth.
My life isn’t sugar and water
I’m not like you
I have to fight to survive
What else can I do?
You wonder why we don’t smile
It’s because life is not cute
You pass us everyday and
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Call us criminals.
You provide no jobs for us
Society just don’t give a damn
Whether we live or die.
Life is just a scam.
Send the kids to sleep early
Because we don’t have no food to eat.
Little youth, you see how much tears
Your mother eyes run
Look on her, ask her if life is fun.
You have nothing in life
You can’t help her.
You still looking to raise a gun.
Better you look at work and elevate your self
Come off the corner when night comes
But still we survive
We carry the pains and burdens through
It only made us stronger
If you don’t know the key to life
Is to stay alive.
We say our payer every night asking
God not to let us go
But to guide and protect us
Just like the bible shows.
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STEPHANIE CABBAN-GONZALEZ
THE OTHER SIDE OF YOU, MOTHER
Mother, how beautiful and strong a woman you are.
How courageous and daring you are.
You are a warrior, mother.
Your heart was as sweet as pie.
You are more than just a mother.
What can I say mother!
For good you are and words can be hard to describe.
For you have gone through a lot.
But I’ll do my best to also say
That beneath it all
The other side of you mother.
Mother, long, long ago, your makeup looked as beautiful
As butterflies and you wore stunning clothes.
Mother, your hair felt as silky as silk can be.
But over time, something faded away
And it was more than just your makeup
On your face.
In due time your heart became shallow
It no longer was as sweet as pie.
Now you don’t desire, to wear the clothes
Which made you feel as beautiful as you truly are inside.
Mother, now you wrap you’re not-so-silky hair
Into the shade of a rabbit’s tail
That has been struck by lightning and barely made it out alive.
Mother, oh mother,
I can see you now.
Your armor is wrapped around your body.
And of course your makeup is not well put together
Now that you’re on the battlefield.
And your hair may not be as silky as it once was
For you are now ready to battle.
Mother I see you,
Oh mother, I can truly see you.
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I saw you tumble, I saw you fall,
I saw you cry, I saw it ALL!
From good to bad.
But Mother, do know that I also seen your bravery.
As you got back up,
I saw you brush off your armor.
Mother, for it has been beaten, battered,
Scratched, and scoured deep.
But mother I see you now!
For I had always paid close attention.
I heard you cry at night,
Like a lost child in the wilderness.
Scared, cold and hungry.
Mother, in the light of the day you walk
As if you lived in a body of a deceased person
Who no longer can see, can smile, can touch,
And can’t breathe - but most of all, can’t feel.
I saw it, I felt it, I lived it, I went through it!
Just like you mother.
It’s as if I felt the scratches, the slashes so deep,
And so profound, that within me, the only description
I have is as if someone were to be twisting and squeezing
my origins making me bleed until infinity.
Mother, I had walked every step in your shoes.
You were hungry and thirsty,
Thirsty and hungry.
But you weren’t hungry for the food
That you lay out at a family dinner,
You were hungry,
But I mean, HUNGRY
For love, for safety, for security,
For attention, for a position.
You also weren’t thirsty for the water
You get from your kitchen faucet.
Mother, you were thirsty for compassion,
Respect, acknowledgement, and kindness.
Mother, just know - for you are more deserving of it.
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ASUNCION GARCIA
THE NIGHT BEFORE THE ANGELS CAME DOWN
The night before the angels came down
To swipe you from your feet
I prayed to the lord,
Not my heart
How could I sleep.
Nights I cried I cried I weeped.
My pillows drown with tears
I promise to keep
Keep buried below and beneath
The burden, the hurt below my feet.
I swear that night
It was hard to sleep.
The tosses, the turns
Were like a song on repeat.
My soul, my body, and my mind could not comprehend.
I twist and I bend.
Trying to counsel and erase the thoughts
I have in my head.
These thoughts, these emotions,
I try but couldn’t end.
Lords knows I can’t even try to pretend.
Pretend that night the angels came down
To swipe you from your feet was just a dream.
Lungs squeezed my heart and it skipped a beat.
The pain, the frustration, the anger –
This shit hurts so much
Why she had to see the end.
I look up to the sky I cry and I try
I have no choice but to accept
Can’t seem to get a word out
O’ my… why lie?
The angels came and transcend
my heart in a whole will never feel the same.
Flashbacks of the night
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I can’t seem to let it hide
Or push behind because that night feels like yesterday on repeat.

“Dandelion” by Francisco Lopez
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JAZMIN SANTANA
GOD TAKE MY HEART
God take my heart
If you’re ever in need of an organ from me
That’s where you start.
I don’t need it
It annoys me by beating
Making bad decisions it knows nothing of….
My brain constantly gotta tell it to shut up
So guess what?
I’m in love with someone who’s not good for me
Yeah just like everyone else except
I love a person who’s detrimental to my health.
Mentally, physically, emotionally
All of the above.
She attacks me like a virus Climbing up my system, her favorite victim, her easiest prey.
And I cower in the shadows waiting till she goes away.
My knees black and blue from constantly talking to God,
Fingers burnt from candles I rushed to light
You were supposed to be my light
But instead you put mine out.
I hate to make it all about you!
But this feeling that don’t give a fuck how much the cab is
I just gotta get out the house
Fuck if I got shoes on I just need to run out
And I don’t care what you want to do
Ima chill in school because I got a paper to do
Sad blues.
I run from your type of love
And everyone wants crazy till crazy wrapped around ya neck
Not letting you go…
It’s addicting though,
Cause when it’s good
I’m planning vacations
Looking on Groupon,
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Seeing what can we jump on
You bringing me flowers
You leaving me notes and buying me lunch.
You know just how to apologize when you fuck up.
And my heart lets you back in.
She broken and beaten but still loves you so much
She’s stuck
And it hurts
And I’m so in love but it hurts
And this the shit my moms slaps me for
Because queens raise queens
And right now I’m doing peasant shit.
Not even embarrassed
I’m like - fuck it
Cause my spirit,
My light attracts the broken and beaten.
The way I’m dealing with her she not all used to
An it’s super new… so I’m tryna have patience.
One fight at a time cause we still women.
But fuck I’m so in love
And I pray that that woman above wipes my tears
When I’m too tired to wipe them myself
When I’m too caught up in me.
May your love cover me like darkness
An drown me like seas
I want to feel your love in the deepest part of me
An I want to stay suspended in your web
Twisting and turning to my death as long as I’m with you
I’d jump with you off the highest bridge, building, mountain, hill
Long as I’m with you.
Cause the love that I feel while I’m with you
Is worth all the pain of being with you
I write endless poetry
Twisting my words to describe my love for you
An no word seems to match up with you.
I looked out wet windows with despair
On my Mary J rainy days shit
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Then I had to check myself...
And Snap out of that shit.
Realizing I’m everything to you
While you’re some things to me.
When you slacking on shit an need the extra help
I’m your mother
When you want to laugh an gossip
I’m your best friend
I’m your coach, your counselor, your number one fan
If you ever hungry or tired I fall in
And pick up the slack no questions asked.
I carry your burdens and mine
But whose fault is that but mine
The worst thing I could’ve ever did with you,
Is get comfortable with you.
I lost me getting lost in you.
I abandoned me to catch up you.
And now that I’m back in
It seems like I’m bitching more being a burden
Now I’m extra cold an my mouth slick
Sleeping with my back turned,
I’m just tryna save the little fight I got left
This just what being tired starts to look like
Exhausted from the fights I found shelter in the place I hated most
My heart
I warmed myself back up
I studied with myself and wrote everything down
Tryna keep up with my own shit for once.
Being weak for you made me stronger for me
It made me independent
No one got you like you got you
You were a bully to the only bitch
That gave a fuck about you
And maybe in the future you can ramble endlessly about me
Cause I was a queen to you
And I constantly took you back because I seen the king in you
I see things you didn’t manifest into yet
I didn’t know if it was my heart or you that made me the most upset
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Don’t confuse my frustration for regret
My anger the only shit I really got left
Memories we going to grow to forget
An I hope if God ever looking for the parts I got left
I pray He leaves my heart deep in my chest.

“Phoning Home” by Francisco Lopez
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JOEL TAVAREZ SANTOS
SUCCUBUS
i
The day I went to see your cerulean soul
I realized it had been lost
My blind eyes don’t see
The beauty of the nefarious.
Am I dreaming about the past
Being the present?
I change the tense to past
Is this the present?
Why does everything feel so dark?
In this snowstorm
Snowflakes blur your shadow
It’s hard to see the frosty silhouette.
Deafness…. I cannot listen to
The melody of your soothing
Singing the ditty calming my bones.
I keep going back and forth into my dreams.
Am I awake?
The fermentation of my corpse
Goes from white to vino tinto
You, evildoer, blacken moral.
The insanity drives my mind away.
I cannot think straight.
Are those Snowdrop flowers?
Why are they all over the bed?
Am I insane?
Incapable of distinguishing the real
From the unreal?
Why am I unable to heed to the raindrops
Outside the windowless room?
Or is it snow?
How would I know.
I thought it does not snow in June.
When did I come here?
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I can’t reckon the time.
What time is it?
I have lost track of time.
The lack of windows
Makes the room colder and hotter.
I don’t know how I really feel
My breathing is acting up.
ii
I must wake up from the dreadful nightmares.
The déjàvu in my dreams.
I saw this before.
I am dreaming inside my dream.
I have this fear of losing you.
However, I question myself
Whether I do have you or not.
I do not recall conceiving you,
My mind is shambolic.
Yet, my memories about you are so strong.
I do not think this muse is part of my imagination.
Are you a succubus messing inside my paralyzed body
Hunting me in the only place I felt I was free?
I don’t reckon committing any sin to deserve this punishment.
Your sinner dark essence rips out the last pure humanity
I had in my impotent spirit,
Taking away the domination of my soul case.
Why am I dreaming you are not here?
My blind eyes see you falling into the giant blue hole.
I can only listen to the splash of your frozen soul.
In spite of that, my nose does not lie to me.
Waking up smelling your being,
I am able to smell your intense lavender naked body
Underneath the cozy blanket.
Yet, so sightless.
The room is so bright,
But there aren’t any windows nor light bulbs
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To illuminate the darkness inside this arctic.
Am I stuck inside my dreams?
There is an uncertainty of seeing the brightness
That is illuminating this room.
Are you putting images in my mind?
I keep seeing the most beautiful watery eyes;
I see the sun inside the watery eyes
Illuminating this black polar hole.
How can something so bright feel so gelid?
I wish I could see.
The awareness of myself is confusing me.
My senses have been playing me.
The snow keeps warming me up,
Your sultry hands touch me.
But when I try to touch you,
I do not feel my hands; the coldness has killed them.
iii
I keep seeing the bright heaven,
In my obtuse fight with my judgement.
My taste gets unbridled from your frigid tongue,
Making my tongue lose its ability to endure thy inferno.
The dearth of the taste of the blueberries you are giving me.
The humidity makes me so thirsty
And the ice – starving So, I am tentative to eat them.
Should I trust your sinner soul?
As I eat them I feel the spite inside the belladonna.
The inferno I am dreaming makes my corpse frozen.
I need the torridness’ of you.
Ergo, every night your blazing body keeps me close.
Inside the flame, the stone pumps blood.
What is the root of my nightmares?
Is it the rotten being of my incubus dreams?
The deeper I go into this giant blue hole,
the onerous is to be woken.
I must come out of the giant hole of your lust.
Are we caged in the tale we have forged?
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iv
How can you manipulate my mind in thinking that it is free?
Nevertheless, I am fettered inside by the fakeless reality
My dreams have been making.
You have kept me in the dark.
The magnetic stone inside you makes my senses go cripple,
And also attracts the lava inside my watery body.
I crave the sight of your indescribable figure,
The smell of the cinnamon skin;
So silky. When you caress it,
You do not perceive the touch.
The tender bloody lips stain the canvas.
Your nightly hair, so dark that
In this Siberian room it cannot be admired.
Those Denali eyes are cursing mine into rock.
I have the desire of looking instead of fondling it.
My mind goes numb; weak but not lost.
After failed attempts of getting out, I keep climbing up.
My sweat starts pouring.
By mistake, I grab the wrong rock.
I start falling back.
I close my blind eyes.
I wait for my body to crash into the cold water.
Instead, I feel your velvety lips kissing my chapped lips,
While I slowly open my tired eyes.
All I see are your snowy eyes.
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AKOUVI GBOGBOTSI
SKIN BLEACHING AND GLOBAL WHITE SUPREMACY
Skin bleaching, white supremacy’s legacy.
Skin bleaching, colonization’s legacy.
All skin hues are word choice.
All skin hues are beautiful.
Skin bleaching hides our identity.
Skin bleaching is rejecting our roots.
Our skin color tells our story.
Our skin color is our pride
Skin bleaching damages our skin.
Skin bleaching may lead to skin cancer.
Let’s say no to skin bleaching!
Let’s be proud of our natural skin color!
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CHANA MORALES
MY CONDOLENCES
I don’t believe in death
I don’t believe we were created to die
I don’t believe we live to cry
I don’t even believe in that defeated sigh.
I believe in people
We are the living not dead
And yeah there is darkness
But light was shed.
And God saw that it was good
And brought about more good things
He brought about the sky, earth, animals
And his masterpiece human beings.
Did you ever have people die,
Who were really close to you?
And your mind decided to laugh,
When it was supposed to hurt the most?
You didn’t ever get the chance
To say goodbye
Because you never stopped
To say hello?
You always thought it was just their time
So, that you can let it go?
You ever give yourself reasons
Of why it had to be?
Well I’m going to give you some reasons
If ever it is me….
Death is not an accident
The soul is tired of this shit
Thinking maybe there’s a better place
Where my spirit can finally live.
Thinking maybe in all we know,
There is nothing we have to give
I need renewal of my soul
Because I’m tired of this trip.
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The pain, the heartache, the discordance
The cards that I’ve been dealt,
My demise, your lies, my loneliness,
My sickness in my health.
My need, your greed
My hope, your nope
These slopes unfold and still no scope.
These hopes so old and still no growth
Young or old and still can’t cope.
I hope you can get it
That some things are prophetic
The one thing so dreaded
Seems so copasetic.
Things get so hectic
We go on still to accept it
This is our heaven
And it’s so neglected.
It’s like we’re waiting for the chance
To do what we can.
It’s like we are trying to understand
What we can already comprehend.
I’ll tell you this:
If one is truly missed
Understand that things only live forever
In the midst of bliss.
Remember the time I hugged you
Remember the love I gave you
Remember the times I helped you
Remember the times I praised you
Remember me smiling
Remember me laughing.
Don’t remember me scowling
Don’t remember me lacking
Don’t remember me saddened
Don’t remember me bragging.
But if you want to reflect the bad things
Remember the whip and lashing
Remember being someone so pure
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And yet still they bashed him
Remember him walking in faith
And they bagged him.
Remember his stake dragging
Remember how it looked
As if his father didn’t have him
Remember his believers fear
And their dread
Ashamed how they bowed their heads
But remember just as he said.
Three days and he resurrected from the dead
Remember his body was our bread
And to save us all his blood was shed.
Therefore, there is death
But I believe in life.
And we’ve all gone through pain
And we all go through strife.
But even in the pouring rain
And the darkness of night
There is light
And it’s goooooooood!
I believe in the rainbow
And only because of light I am not color blind
And I believe in His promise to us
For as long as the sun will shine
My heart can’t be stolen
My soul won’t be broken
Because I give it to God
Let that be my condolence.
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GINCARLOS ANDRADE
TOWARD A PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
Education is the process of teaching someone or a group of people. School institutions play a huge role in where most people get their education. Systems are created in these
institutions that work for some and fail for others. These systems too often focus on numbers
of students that pass tests to move on to the next grade without taking into consideration
everything else that makes a student pass or fail. Educators then are pressured to create a
robot student who will pass exams and know only that. There’s more to it than that. Here’s
my story on how this system failed me.
Students always remember the names of teachers who impacted their lives. You have
teachers that you will remember for positive reasons and others that you may remember as
being strict or just flat out horrible. I remember both. While growing up in the little Italy of
the Bronx I saw a diverse demographic during my childhood. I had friends who were Mexican, Black, Albanian and a few of the last Italians that were still around the Bronx. I was very
energetic, some said hyperactive, when I first began school. Kindergarten was a breeze. I
wasn’t shy and very active. Things were pretty much perfect for me until 3rd grade. My father left the household and left my mother and me alone to fend for ourselves. My mother
explained to the school what just happened and this crucial moment was when I realized
when the REAL educators and school staff members stepped up. I was given a weekly hour of
therapy session to speak to a counselor. Teachers would come around to check on me. I was
going on all trips, even the ones I couldn’t pay for. It gave me comfort and I enjoyed coming
to school every day even when things weren’t going so well back at home. I believe that it’s
important that the school is involved personally with each of their students and leave none
out. Smaller schools with teachers who actually care are essential to the education of students.
When I stepped into middle school it was a whole different system, which many were
blind to but I wasn’t. They had different divisions inside the school. For example there was
the Giordano prep, and the Law institute. The Giordano prep were the students who excelled
in academics and were able to get in. There was a test given to students in elementary school
right before they graduated to see who would get in to Giordano the following year. I ended
up in the Law institute which I thought was a great program but the some of the teachers
showed that they didn’t love their students. At this age I was rebelling in school. I didn’t want
to do any work or participate in school because I felt a disconnection, an emptiness that I
didn’t realize until later on in life was the lack of love. There was no love in the classroom. I
remember the “cool” ones like Mr. W. who would joke with us and buy his students pizza after
school if they stood to do extra work. I also remember Mrs. S. who called me a “ringleader” in
the 7th grade because of the disruptions I made, which had a trickle-down effect on others. I
did well in the classes where I felt the positive energy and in the ones where I felt emptiness,
I with all the energy I had at that time, did anything to make time pass until my next class.
That ranged from laughing at jokes, to making sounds, and drawing and etc. There was a
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flaw in this system which I caught onto. If I failed the whole year and passed summer school,
then they passed me onto the next year. It was crack in the system that set up students for
failure.
This crack in the system led me to fail in high school. I passed the test given to students
before they went off to high school but the test did not prep me for what I would face during
high school. The entry math that I was learning in high school looked like a language that I
never was taught. I was held back my freshman year. Here is where I learned how to become
a ‘’good learner’’ with the help of a teacher named Ms. L. She knew me. She gave me tips on
how to remember things that I was just taught. All of these tips I still use today. For example,
I know that I need to write an outline for myself before writing a paper because otherwise I
get lost during writing on a topic. Mrs. L. even let me put my headphones on to listen to my
music while writing in class. I attended her Saturday class on my own time because I felt that
she was a great teacher. She pointed out that I get distracted very easily and this might lead
me to take more time than others to complete something unless I’m in a room by myself and
fully focused on the project. I’m forever grateful to her and will pay her a visit soon to thank
her for the important instructions.
We have to understand the we learn from failure as well as success. I was able to learn
from my failures in school and through these failures I found myself and success. I know
which subjects I exceeded in and which I failed in. My failures in high school helped me
in college. I have done better in college because I was able to apply skills learned in high
school, do the work on my time and in my way. I can start my day at noon and end at 8 PM. It
helps to know that each student is different and that these factories we call schools shouldn’t
categorize them because of test scores. It helps also to address the issues of families who will
not support the dreams of their children if it’s not linked to making money. I’ve always told
my parents “If you want me to be a doctor so bad, why don’t you go become one?”
I envision my education future to be on my time and not anyone else’s. Even in college
you find professors that will say and do things to make students feel discourage or even
hopeless for the future. Every student has to activate their third eye and see the professor’s
real agenda and goal, and it’s up to you to fight for yourself as a student. My goals are to
get a Master’s in Public health. The way I will do this is to read and learn outside and inside
school. You need a mix of both the world in textbooks and the world that can never be documented. I know that I will forever be a student in life and will continue to learn flaws that I
have as a student and correct them so that I can understand.
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JEFF CHARLES
AND JUSTICE FOR ALL?
In 1967 on the 16th of August in Atlanta a speech was given by the late Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. in which he said “The arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends toward
justice” implying that while morality on earth for as long as humans has existed has been
shaky, it more often than not comes back full circle, meaning that those who committed
foul acts were often brought to justice. On the other hand Ta-Nehisi Coates, author of the
fantastic book Between the World and Me insisting to the reader (his son) that “you must
resist the common urge toward the comforting narrative of divine law, toward fairy tales that
imply some irrepressible justice” (70). I agree with the side Coates is approaching from: how
long will we forgive those who’ve committed atrocities against our people because some
book said so? How long will people keep hoping that a man in the sky is going to come and
change their situation? Or that a system that was put in place to destabilize a certain group
of people could be depended upon to be fair for that same group of people? Justice for all?
On July 17th 2014, a man was choked to death by a police officer on a corner in Staten
Island. According to a New York Times article published on July 18, 2014 by Joseph Goldstein And Nate Schweber, the chokehold was banned from use by anyone in the police force
over 20 years ago. It will be 4 years, come July, since this incident took place and just now
we’re getting information that there might be a case against the officer who administered
the chokehold. How many times have we heard these stories, over and over again: a police
officer or police officers kill an unarmed minority. These officers usually end up getting “suspended” (with paid leave) and rarely are they ever brought to justice. Justice is not something that is guaranteed, as in the cases above. It tends to be left in the hands of human
beings who are believed to have no social or historical biases, but that’s simply impossible.
To say that something is guaranteed to someone or a group of people is to say that they
deserve whatever said thing is, so, if we look at this country’s brutal and fraudulent past, can
we really say that justice is guaranteed? Are African Americans not disenfranchised? Do our
neighborhoods not struggle with crime? What about reparations for the children of slaves?
Or land? The crack epidemic that left many of our homes fatherless and the mother to shoulder the burden of being TWO parents? Documents have proved that the CIA had a role in the
crack epidemic. Has anyone been brought to justice since then? Nope.
I don’t take too much fault with what Dr. King was advocating during his speech; we
had a balance around that time. We had Malcolm, who at the beginning of his career took a
more radical approach with his famous saying “By any means necessary”, and then we had
Dr. King whose nonviolent protests and demonstrations brought about change just like
Malcolm did. I do believe that just the presence of these two incredible human beings, one
who spoke to the anger of African Americans and one who showed them that there could be
another way, a nonviolent way, helped African Americans tremendously. Yet, both of these
men were unfortunately assassinated. I tend to have a problem with religion, especially how
it’s presented in the black community, almost as a metaphorical pain killer. All the pain our
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people experienced, the lynchings, genocide, the exploitation. It all had to be for something.
If we pray and treat people with respect we’ll go to heaven and enjoy an everlasting life. But
what of our time on earth? I feel as if it makes us complacent believing that there’s something so grand and wonderful waiting for us in the end, and all we have to do to get there is
not sin, and treat other people well.
But what of our ancestors who were herded onto ships as if they were cattle? What of the
Eric Garners, the Trayvon Martins, the Sean Bells? Their killers walk free and unscathed. I don’t
believe in miracles. One case of justice being served was in the shooting death of Walter
Scott. The Chicago Tribune tells us that the “ex-South Carolina cop” who shot Walter Scott in
the back was ultimately “sentenced to 20 years” (Kinnard). While it was good that the officer
actually faced punishment, these trials and sentences tend to be very rare.
While justice is not guaranteed, there is hope - because to Coates, the time he spent
at Howard University learning and being around other cultures taught him something: the
truth. While the reality of our history and our lives tends to be dark and grim, acknowledgement of this truth offers some kind of hope. We know how we tend to be perceived, and we
can educate current and future generations about how to deal with these affairs, even when
we’re wronged or harmed. More often that not, we might not get the justice we deserve. But
we already knew that.
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ANGELICA FELIZ
BAKERS. TODAY WE EAT A CAKE, ONE THAT TOOK FOUR YEARS TO MAKE
For some of us our piece is sweet, and for others, our taste buds are wanting more.
As we all savor our cake today and watch our friends take their plates and walk away, all we
have left are memories of the time and hard work it took to make it. All we have left is the
ability to reflect on our slice and think “What is it that I could have added?” and “What do I
want to add to the next one”?
But for now, let’s reflect on this cake because there will never be another like it. I hope
that when you meet your new goals, you do not move quickly to the next one. Relish what
you have already accomplished. Take the time to marinate in it, develop confidence in yourself to defeat the challenges that lie ahead. Let the good things of your past be a reflection
of what you can do today, and have the motivation to do even better tomorrow. For some,
graduating is not deemed a major accomplishment; for many parts of the United States, it
is more like the norm. But, because of the color of our skin and the area we live in, this norm
tends to exclude us. The majority of us are people of color, from the Bronx, from poverty, and
are children of immigrants. From birth, these are labels set against us. You may not feel like
these labels define you, but to some people out there they do, and they have since before
you were born. So where does that leave us now, us young people, who just want to go out
into the world? We just want to build and find our purpose in life. We just want to start off
with a clean slate like everyone else.
We have to compete. We need to work together. We must uplift each other and ourselves. There is so much against us, yet we use skin color, clothing, and gender, to separate
ourselves. At times we get intimidated when we see one of our own get ahead, at times we
tend to look down on those who are lagging behind. It is not until we feel out of place and
are surrounded by people who are different from us that we begin to appreciate each other.
There are people who do not want us to succeed. It is up to us to break the system that hindered our grandparents, hurt our parents, and has defined us.
It is going to be hard, but for change to happen, a real change, a lasting change,
selflessness must be practiced. A change in mentality must occur. We must keep in mind that
the only way to finally obtain this universal equality is by first developing it within our community. We all have assumptions about one another, misconceptions that inhibited us from
truly getting to know some of the people we spent four years in school with. And that’s ok,
that’s our mistake, but let’s make it so it’s one we will not repeat because all recipes can use a
bit of refinement. As for the here and now the division is a luxury we cannot afford.
As we all carry on into the “real world”, as grownups like to say, there will be moments
when you will want to give up, you will not be the best and you will not receive immediate
satisfaction. But this will not make you any less successful compared to those who have all
the gold medals you are striving for.
I have learned many things from you all, my peers. I have learned at times things are
not going to come easy, but it is not an excuse to give up. I have learned that hard work does
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not pay off immediately, but eventually, it will. My father always told me to keep moving
forward and I hold tight to this virtue. But I have learned that in moving forward there is no
need to move fast. Take time and enjoy the journey while you can because when it is done,
you will never have another one like it.

“Street Closed” by Francisco Lopez
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SHANICE GEORGE
COMBATING AGEISM: ABANDONING A HARMFUL PREJUDICE
As a social construct, ageism is a relatively new phenomenon; in fact, not that long
ago, older people were universally regarded and respected as veritable wells of knowledge
and experience. However, according to Ashton Applewhite (2016), rapid social changes in
the 19th and 20th centuries effectively turned aging “from a natural process into a social
problem” (p. 15). Unfortunately, in the youth-obsessed and inherently ageist society of today, aging is considered shameful and negative attitudes regarding such a transition are
prevalent. However, growing old is both natural and inevitable; as such, Applewhite (2016)
rightfully argues that “ageism is a prejudice against our own future selves” (p. 17). Clearly, the
process of aging is followed by some of the most harmful and dangerous misconceptions
that exist today, even more so due to ageism being relatively uncontested; for that reason, it
is imperative for every person – older and younger alike – to work on re-evaluating their own
opinion on aging, raising awareness, and calling out the obvious social oppression.
Interestingly, ageism appears to be the only phenomenon that originates within the
affected group itself but spreads to the society as a whole. The term was coined in 1969; the
geriatrician Robert Butler defined it as a combination of prejudice and discrimination against
aging and old age combined with institutional policy and practices that enforce such negative stereotypes (Applewhite, 2016, p. 14). According to Applewhite (2016), growing old
is marked by “inherent vulnerabilities” such as “the loss of mobility, visibility, and independence” (p. 16). Unfortunately, such weaknesses tend to cause shame and self-hatred, which
often manifest as an effort to appear younger; at the same time, in the pursuit of their past
youth, the older people turn a blind eye and even contribute to the social prejudices against
them. Moreover, the society itself is unprepared to help them face the ramifications of their
transition; conversely, older persons are compelled to experience marginalization and discrimination by the very institutions that should come to their aid.
Furthermore, while aging itself is not new, longer lifespans are considered products
of human progress. In fact, Applewhite argues that due to the “extraordinary scientific and
technological advances”, life expectancy in the United States has been on the continuous
rise for the past 150 years (p. 23). Yet, the society itself is ambivalent about aging, which is
often equated with the deterioration of health and loss of both physical and financial independence; according to the author, such personal worries about getting older are projected
onto the larger scale (p. 24). At the same time, the institutions and the economy, which were
initially built around shorter lifespans, simply fail to follow the changes in the social system;
in fact, Applewhite (2016) states that the traditional roles, according to which “education is
for the young, employment is for people in middle age, and leisure is for the old” are clearly
obsolete but are yet to be revised (p. 25). For those reasons, the demographic shift that has
been obvious for decades is continuously being treated as a major social issue and the older population is still considered a burden instead of an asset. In turn, it results in the society
being compelled to polarize itself into two distinctive categories: “the ‘needy old’ and everyDecember 2018
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one else” (p. 25). In such a division, the attitudes toward the old age are both irrational and
discriminatory.
To demonstrate the fallacy of such thinking, Applewhite (2016) addresses – and debunks – a number of common myths used to perpetuate ageism. Namely, the society is not
being “swamped” by old people (p. 28); growing old does not automatically mean getting
sick and requiring constant care (p. 29), and the older population is neither “economic dead
weight” nor a threat to the younger people’s employment opportunities (pp. 31–32). Furthermore, while Medicare and Social Security do need to be restructured in order to deliver adequate care to anyone in need (including older people, but also other categories such as persons with disabilities and/or chronic illnesses), the society can – and should strive to – afford
longevity (pp. 33–34). In fact, according to the author, it is necessary for everyone to accept
that age is an asset (p. 37). The older people do not deserve to be considered a burden and
excluded from the society; conversely, their inclusion is bound to be beneficial in the long
run.
Admittedly, it takes time to develop a culture that not only acknowledges the increase
in longevity but also uses it to its own benefit; however, there is a significant number of
activities, behaviors, and experiences that anyone can follow in order to become less biased
and more accepting. Applewhite (2016) recommends recognizing one’s own age and the
process of growing old in a positive manner; according to her, it is a major step in combating
negative stereotypes that are developed in early childhood and mitigating the “self-fulfilling prophecies” at later stages of life (p. 44). Moreover, it is imperative to avoid stereotyping
and challenge the existing old/young binary: people are individuals, not caricatures; there
is no “average way of aging”; and everyone experiences the process differently, with various
results (p. 47). As such, nobody should be defined or limited solely by their age; in fact, everyone should be treated as a person first, with years becoming “just another attribute” (p. 57).
Finally, the author advocates for becoming “an old person in training”; namely, abandoning
the existing preconceptions, identifying with older people, and “re-envisioning [one’s] place
among them” (p. 61). Her message is clear: aging is a fact and needs to be embraced as such.
As any stereotyping and discriminating behavior, ageism is harmful and damaging;
in fact, instead of taking pride in growing old, many people feel embarrassed and ashamed
of it. However, most of the myths surrounding aging are easily disproved; as such, it is up to
both the individuals and the humanity as a whole to create an environment that supports
every stage of life. Obviously, the existing system needs to be reformed; it is possible only
by achieving and raising awareness, connecting and identifying with people of all ages, and
creating an equitable society that does not discriminate by age.
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ALEXANDER DUPRES
THERE SHE STOOD
I stare at you sometimes,
Marveling as you stir your coffee
Rendering unnecessary
Depression that sails on the spaces of our skin
But it’s like I remembered:
The clouds between your fingers
Breaking down like cigarette ashes
And falling helpless to dawn
Same as always
You stood there
In orchestrated silhouettes
But this time thinking of him.
When his touch felt like lightning
And his heart sounded like thunder
When sitcoms reflected his laughter
And the empty room
Echoed his promises
And the sofa kept your secrets
When the moon peeked through your curtains
And the wind danced into the midnight hours.
That day, the constellations weren’t in your favor
And as Drakes’ Marvin’s Room resonated with your suffering heart
You were glowing evergreen
And burned filaments with eyes drowning in Autumn
But you enjoyed it, the taste that stained
Like your first and unforgettable kiss,
The feeling of freedom and careless times,
The fading of love letters and half glared Polaroids,
The detachment that conveyed your season,
And the voice of your mother telling you “I told you so”
But there she stood, only wanting for someone to stay.
So the clock ticks in silence and the soft breeze kisses you
You are alone,
You are unbothered,
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And I am unseen
In the midst of my transgressions
I hear your heartbeat
And I can feel the warmth of your skin
So many days have passed
Like travelers traveling on
And I stare at you sometimes,
Marveling as you stir your coffee
Rendering unnecessary depression
That sails on the spaces of our skin.
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ADAM ABDULRAHMAN
DANCE
Tables turn, bridges burn
You live and learn
Friends come around
You wonder will the friendship burn.
I’ve had plenty of friends in my life
Some left - call it lesson learned
Some come back for the same vibe you had
In the past but then you realize
That same vibe is not the same no more,
That friendship was the last
Then you won’t see each other no more.
We all go through things
It’s like old wounds opening again.
Can’t do nothing
But go through until the pain is over,
A person can dance for just so long
Before the dance is over.
Hhe still goes on because he’s so happy
in his environment.
When you’re happy in life
It’s because you’re dancing through it all.
Nothing’s bothering you
Or you won’t let bother you.
Dance through it all.
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SKY-LYRIC CALEB
BATTLE SCARS
Black long sleeve t-shirt
Covering the heart on my sleeve
On a warm spring day.
It stings in the shower
The dark shadow consumes my soul
Mary Jane and Jack Daniels are my best friends
They help me get through the day.
I’d rather feel pain than nothing at all
If you were me you’d do the same.
Staring into the mirror
What do you see?
You see a girl
The ocean drowning her swollen eyes
As they dance down to cheeks
Filled with fake smiles upon her lips.
Deep despair in her pretty brown eyes
I am a pencil writing poems on a blank canvas
For the thoughts in my mind
Red ink bleed through the paper
You ask, “What is that?”
I say, “My battle scars.”
“You were at war?”
“Yes.”
“With who?”
“Myself.”
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JOHN ARBAJE
DELICATE THINGS
I have no strength in my arms,
I need help to carry on,
Yet I feel and I grasp,
It’s all about learning from now on.
But the touch of strangers hurts me,
As does being by myself.
Only those who I think worthy
May see a smile on my face.
This room is terrifying,
I miss my old waterbed
Where I could sleep the whole day
Lying with my hands and knees close to my head.
I hate to be so fragile,
Sometimes I express it with an outburst,
But the act proves to be futile,
As the noise, too, hurts.
Even light twinges my eyes,
I’ve been asleep for too long.
But, for how long was I ---?
Oh, I was sleeping for Nine Months.
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TANNY HARRY
THE LOVE FOR NEW YORK CITY
New York City is the city that makes you go back and forth
Where people in the morning feel the grumpiest
But smile once it hits 12pm.
Don’t stare too much
You might get attacked by those eyes
But don’t get me wrong
You might find love in each other eyes.
The city is built with trains, buses, cars
And millions of people who seem to interact with each other
Without speaking somehow.
The city I wake up to
Where there is always someone working
Ready to make ready to start your day.
There’s ghetto, there’s classy and then there’s me
Feeling lonely but at the same time finding myself in this big city.
Sometimes the vibes feel amazing
While walking down the street.
Others time feeling like the city is against me.
If you’ve ever seen the lights in the night time
You would never see other cities like my New York City.
The light gives you hope and joy even when things are going bad
Seeing the brightness awakens you to have hope for tomorrow.
The music you hear loud and clear
There’s never a day - you can’t go a day –
Without someone singing in their car and feeling the spirits.
Every day I wake up to the most amazing city
Living in it made me see and have opportunities.
You make so many friends across different languages and culture
New York City
Is where everyone gets to have a piece of everyone.
The smiles on the children’s faces when they see playground.
They just make up their own stories in the city they live in.
This is the place to dream big.
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When you hear New York City
What do you think about?
What is it about this specific city
That makes the world see it’s natural beauty?
In my eyes the city makes me feel the happiness in my heart
The idea of just stepping foot on the ground.
“I love New York City” people scream!
I smile and look at them and agree with a wink.
New York City you’ve been great to me.
You made me want to see other places
But you’re like my brother We can argue but he will always have my heart.
I left you but I came back.
I couldn’t stay away from the fast pace of the city
I just couldn’t.
There’s no place like home
Mainly when there is no other that can be greater than yours.
You’ve taught me that to wake up is a blessing
And even when things go bad I know good will come.
You brought me to grumpy people but also amazing people
Who will light your day.
The colors you show me are so beautiful.
I hated pink as a child
But you showed me different ways to see pink
In your streets
And I fell in love like never before
The photographers, the artists, the dancers,
The way they dance is like recognition
Just for being here with love and great fun.
How could you not love my City,
The city that raised me.
You can never be replaced
And you will always be home.
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CRYSTAL CASTRO
THE YOU I THOUGHT I KNEW
As she keeps searching for her soul
She begins to lose conscious of who she was
The smiles become harder to fake
And she is learning more and more
About her flaws.
She is pulling and pulling on to the invisible rope
That guides her to the answer
But as she pulls, the ropes start to fade
And her answer is a blur.
Like a gloomy day in Fall
When the sky was conquered by the sad clouds
She kept going,
Walking into a mystery with her head held high
Even though she struggles with all the burden
Of her hopes and dreams
She managed.
Her Heart started to darken
But her soul didn’t let it win
Because there was more light than darkness in her.
It was like a black tunnel
With a candle light at the end of the tunnel.
As the light overcame the dark
Her eyes started to sparkle,
Her mind was at peace
And she finally found who she thought she knew.
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DAMIEN T. DRITSANOS
THE ONE YOU LEFT BEHIND
If they ever ask me who I’m becoming,
I’ll say not my father
Because that boy just kept running.
To me he’s still a kid
I guess he needs a lot more loving.
He is not a man,
He would have to grow from something
He can’t face his fears but it’s ironic how he’s fronting
Young-minded but he’s old like that Benjamin Button.
I heard the drugs hit you hard
They turned you into nothing
Hallucinating good times but I don’t think they coming
I asked my mom about you
My speculation was buzzing
Like someone at the front door
That’s waiting just to come in.
She turned to me and said there’s not a lot to remember.
So that pain crashed into me like the 11th of September
Maybe it’s not that bad but on some days I surrender
And on Sundays I pray to god hoping its gets better.
I don’t want to live if I’m stuck holding grudges
So I spent my whole budget, and learned to crack and roll ditches.
I’m thinking about family - other siblings and cousins
That family hasn’t come full circle because it
Lost that circumference.
All this frustration got me thinking out loud
More with my actions and less with my mouth
When it comes to love I really think I’m missing out
The only thing on my mind is the girl I’m kissing now.
I know you were young,
You probably weren’t ready
Scared of commitment
Not knowing where it’s heading.
But so was my mother!
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You put life in her belly.
The sex was the easy part
The aftermath was heavy
The only plan A was plan B to the System
She went with plan C.
Now I’m a man on a mission
I heard you did time and got sent back to the island
And then you came back and still ran from the sirens.
This is freedom of speech
I’ll be damned if I’m silent!
Whether you hear me or not
I’ll never be subject to confinement.
I found out you live on Dykman
Fighting those indictments
But fuck where your livingI’m a young star that’s rising
I took the pain and all the pressure,
I passed all those assignments
I’m breaking down these doors
Like Jack From The Shining.
See, I never had a pops unless it was for breakfast
These women search for daddies
They put the ad out on Craigslist
When the burdens got heavy I had no choice but to deadlift
On to the next success pessimists of my checklist.
So to my father who may or may not know of my existence
I pray you’re a better man like a born again Christian
Cause I have driven more horse power than a piston
More goals than a soccer team that’ll keep me out of prison
Live young die young is that the life you were living.
We only live once and even that life isn’t given.
Did you gamble with your life,
And if you did are you winning?
Cause in life we take chances
But don’t cross zones that are forbidden.
Truth is, I do care.
I’m sorry, but I need you to listen!
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I wish you would’ve been here
Instead of babysitting addiction
I never got to meet you so I’m stuck on contradiction
Going based on their assumptions
Making my own predictions.
I’m just hoping one day I meet you so we can hash it all out
Talk like grown men and see what you’re really all about
I can provide you with new shoes
So you can walk a better route
That’s only if you want to Or would you rather keep your head in the clouds?
So the day that I’m ready and I begin my search
I pray you’re still not a dead beat like a heart that does not work
My future has no limit
This man before you knows his worth
And just because I want to hurt you
My mother was the father you never were.
Sincerely,
The one you left behind
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TORI GAMA
IF I LET THEM DESCRIBE ME
If I let them describe me,
I’m a statistic who was born in ‘92.
To a young teen mother who had no idea what to do.
I lived with grandma,
Mother comes and goes.
Daddy moved back to Mexico,
He’s still someone I don’t know.
She named me after my father
And I resent her,
And she resents me
For making her a single teen mother.
If they describe me,
I’m a young Latina statistic.
Who was supposed to be a drop-out
And 16 and pregnant.
But I graduated high school
And kissed a girl before I even took a dick.
Let them describe me and they’ll say I don’t belong.
As a proud Mexican woman,
I say they’re wrong.
GOD is first.
Family is next.
I stand before you as one of many great activists.
I march for women’s rights,
And Mexico for you I’ll always fight.
I protest for our young black men killed by police.
A figure who is supposed to provide us with safety?
I am funny and smart.
I still believe love is a real form of art.
I have loved and lost,
But I guess success comes at a cost.
Let them describe me.
I’m not important,
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And if you agree with them,
You probably voted for HIM.

“Words to Live By” by Francisco Lopez
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ROSA HERRERA
THE BUBBLES
Bubbles, bubbles and bubbles.
A sphere that encloses air or gas is a bubble.
Air or gas leaks all the time.
Bubbles - there are small, medium and large;
Playing with bubbles makes people relax.
Life is like a bubble that leaks air or gas.
They are the dreams that people have.
They are enclosed in the sphere of people’s minds.
The dreams float high or just stay down
But with a good pull bubbles go so high
Or just with a soft touch bubbles explode
In front of people’s eyes.
Bubbles, bubbles, bubbles.
During childhood is when more bubbles are in the mind.
Happiness can appear from simple things:
Play with a rock or climb a little tree
Everything has the sweetness of a cake.
Their fragile hearts are hardened by the examples they receive
Or softened by the love of another soft heart that has been involved in a
Bubble that is so clear.
The sadness comes like a cyclone
And is marked on a permanent rock
That always will be small.
But, like a small drop that falls constantly,
Will make a permanent little hole.
Dangerous bubbles come out when the teen age is around.
Like the strong rhino who stands up to defend what they want
Then, the consequences of their action is ignored by them.
The power of their energy is in their DNA.
No fear - just the wish to do exciting things.
The proud position of a lion is what makes them overbearing.
But at certain points always the necessity of a hug from their progenitor
Will call the quiet scream that is in their inexperience and little mind
Then as we grow, the less bubbles we have.
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The frustration of unfinished dreams
Seems like a wolf caught in the trap ready to die
Because the time has passed.
But like the eagle that regenerates
By removing its beak and feathers
People find strength to get up every day,
To keep on their way.
Bubbles, bubbles and more bubbles
They are always around
Washing the dishes
Taking a shower
Chewing gum.
Playing with a bubble gun
And all the seasons of the year.
Bubbles in fall happiness and good wishes for all
Bubbles in spring the hope and good futures that will be befall
Bubbles in summer rejoice and enjoy the warmth of a new sun
Bubbles in winter the message of purity through a white snow
That falls for everyone without distinction
Because all of us have the same definitions
People who live in the same wonderland.
Bubbles rise so high
When the birds emigrate to a better land.
They fly and build their nests.
Putting in their eggs and taking care of them
Until the eggs are born becoming beautiful baby birds.
They believe that this is their land
But the rules of Mother Nature
Make them go in fear of the cold season.
They have to leave the land
Taking with them all their dreams
The power of Mother Nature
Is like a knife pricking
The bubble of a better dream.
Bubbles are all around.
They can touch up the mountain.
Never stop to blow the bubble gun.
Keep making bubbles even if they will explode.
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